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white foam, falling clean and unbroken
more than two hundred feet, and then gliding quietly away to mingle with the rolling
St. Lawrence. There are numerous silver
lines of foam: falling each side of the main
sheet, all as white as snow, but glistening
like crystals in the September sun. By a
flight of steps builf down the: steep bank,
we descend and stand at the very bend of
the water, where it makes its

to the watery bed below.
stand

the

stone

piers

tinal

plunge

Fifty feet above,
of

the, suspension

bridge which was swept aw ay a dozen years
ago; right at our feet is the sweeping,
w hitening current; while directly below
and so re: ally beneath us that we are obliged

to bend

over

to

see

it,

descends

the

never-resting water. This is not Niagara,
and therefore it is not the grandest thing in
the world; but it is Montmorenci, and is
consequently the most beautiful water-fall
on the continéit.

Our driver acted as guide,

is prima

he said, or returning

to

and so when

the

city,

that

he

would next take us to ‘“Simmery Chapl,”
we hardly knew whether to assent or not.
Thinking,

rare

TW| Horning Star,
=
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18,

1871.
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Our first view of this old city was from

by the golden tints of the rising sun, threw
that

is

wholly wanting when it stands out distinetly to view, THere were the bluffs on which
the city is built,-rising' one above another,
so that the chimneys’ on ohe street came
about up to the basement windows on another, and there were fine old castled residencesclooking ott from ‘their high positions
upon the St. Lawrence and down upon the
streets and buildings below them, so that

like some living

for dear life-to the cliffs

which hardly afforded it’ a holdingsplace.

A little nearer, and the city walls and fortitations were seen, almost every square rod
intervals ‘piled higher than

and the

the head with

shot and shells, ' We felt like retreating behind the steamer’s snioke-stack at first sight
of these murderous implements, but the
recollection of reading a month ago that
_ England h called home her: troops from
the Queb
fortifications, gave a degree of
assurance, and we approached the wharf
and the city-walls with a comfortable feel
ing of security,
An hour later, and we

had found agreeable quarters at the St.
Louis hotel, and were waiting for a carraige which was coming at an early hour to

take us about the city snd out eight miles
to the Falls

of Montmorenci.

By the way,

edu-

protect

every

only

exposed

thrcugh

point.

massive

because

they

impeded
are en-

tered by a dévious way, the sides of which
| are of compact granite, twenty to thirty

Sept. 27, 1871.

orn mortar,

an

travel,—and the main fortifications

the deck of the ferry-boat, while crossing
over from Point Levi. If was in the haze
of a fine autumn morning, and that, colored:

containing a cannon,

that

removed, however,

Though for a little space,
. We find a resting-plgee,
Beautiful Fall,
v
—Christian Intelligencer,

clinging

architecture is

gateways,—one or two of which have betn

Peace for its pain.

monster

The

The city is entered

Sadness will fill our hearts
When thy dear form departs
Beyond recall ;
For in thy sweet embrace,

the whole place seemed

were more than met.

sonry

A balm for every smart,

the place

But our expectations

it, atid the other fortifications 6f solid ma-

.

about

make us understand.

One can readily believe that Quebec is
the most strongly fortified city on the continent, after visiting the walls that surround

F’en to man’s weary heart
Nature doth now impart

of beauty

interpreted to us

superstitions of the Catholic faith.

looks the sky so blue,
seems | the earth so new,

QUEBEC,

the gateway,

cation, and above all where every student
| is strengthened and confirmed in all the

Joy we have found.

Vaeation Letters.—No.

In ten min-

where there arg extra ‘facilities for

#

"As in thy rdign?

ourselves what

of an unusual style, and the paintings that
adorn the interior were. ex¢cuted by masters in the profession. The vaulted roof
is frescoed in the most attractive style, and
the altar is of the most elaborate and costly
workmanship. It is really the “chapel of
St. Mary's College, a Catholic institution

And their song seems to say,
When
When

that he had in store for us, wé
to go and see for

what our provincial driver had failed to

:

‘Behold at thy command
The trees in colors grand’
Once more appear;
And by their hues.entice
Stray winds from Paradise,—
Which as they soft arise

Perfume the air,

it must be some

‘“Simmery /Chap’l” might be.

————

The luscious fruit, thy crown,
With ripeness hangeth down
Unto the ground; ~
Birds sing a merry lay °
Through all the live-long day.

that

utes we Lalted before a fine old stone building, and ** St. Mary's Chapel,” in guilt let-

-

Oh, beauteous autumn days,
Wherein the golden haze
Rests over all,
3
‘When mother egrth so fair
Puts by all toil and care
And in a quiet rare
Forgets her thrall.

however,

sight

hui

ters over

At utumn.

a”Sort

M..

a

»

these carriages area great

Prof." R. Dunn was
chosen Moderator pro tem., und Rev, G. T.
Day, Clerk pro tem. After spending a brief
season ifi' devotional exercises, accordiig to
a previous understanding, the Conference
adjournedauntil

Thursday

o'clock, to await the
England delegates.

morning, at nine

arrival

of the New

The Anniversary Convention
o'clock in ‘the Lecture Room,
of the

needful

met at 7
and after
business,

it

.adjourned to the body of the church to listen
to the Anniversary Sermon by Rev. S. D.

Bates, of Ohio.
Matt.

10:

The text chosen, was from

8,—“Freely

ye

have

received,

freely give.”
=
:
He said, the text unfolds a duty and
gives a reason for it. He did’ not purpose
to

preach

a denominational

sermon,

nor

tell of our achievements, but to present a
very practical matter in a very plain way,
He would urge the duty of freely giving for
Christian objects,—the very objects which
the Anniversaries would bring before us.
He urged the duty from several considerations:

1. Itis the great law
God is constantly giving.

of the universe.
He.gives physi-

cal, mental, social and moral

endowments,

and then gives us g place in a world where
gratifications abound for the senses,

where

friends appeal to our affections and: stir
them into agreeable activity, where truth
ministers to the intellect, and then offers
himself for the satisfaction of the soul. He
gives his Son, and with and in him freely
gives us all things. Christ's history is epRdoing good.” He proves his Messiahship
to John and his disciples, by his beneficent
deeds, and crowns his work by giving himself in sacrifice. The Holy Spirit gives the
influence which guides, and teaches and
sanctifies. The angels are: ever giving to
the beneflts of their 1agency

as

minis-

tering to the heirs of salvation, Only devils are the uniform exceptions to this great
law. Man should not join them.
2. Our relations to men call on us to give
freely. They are our fellows, closely reiated to us, blessing us, and calling for blessing in return.
And when we give to them

in “the true spirit, we do it as unto Christ
himself, our elder brother.
-8. Giving freely is accordingto de very

o'clock by, Prof.

Dunw, the Moderator

Conferefice, and moved

pro

tem, Prayer was: offered by Rev. &.'W.
Howe, of Me. The delegates who had

a formal welcome
visiting brethren.

stated that the

preparation

‘to

tee.
Rev. A. K. Moulton, from the Comulitice
on business, made a further report in ve-

entertain
Hills-

gard to the order of business to be pursued
during the Conference, and after some
discussion, the report wis adopted, The

in the

session was closed by prayér by Pres. Chen-

the Conference was not so good as could be
desired, in consequence of sickness prevailing in the place, and the fact that the

dale
city.
The

County

Fair was

in ‘session

business committee

report through

made

its Chairman,

ey, who made special mention of the' Moderator of the Conference, and the returning
and incoming Pyesident of the College.
FripAY, 4
6,—MORNING.
An hour in the morning * was devoted to

av partial

Rev.

A.K.

Moulton, in referenceto the opening sermon

before the Conference by Rev. Dr. Day, and
2 o'clock to-morrow afternoon was agreed
upon as the time for its delivery.
The committee on Credentials reported

through Rev. Dr. Day.

monument

on the spot wherehe fell, a”

simple ‘granite ‘shaft recopnting in ‘a fey
words his victory and his death,

There, is

no: end to the visitors who are continually
thronging the spot, such is the magic charm

that has somehow encircled his memory
and his name.
The last and by far the

most

interesting

place visited in Quebec was Laval Univer
sity. Tt is alsoa Catholic institution, but
in the equipment of its laboratories and

lecture rooms, the furnishing of its cabinets
and’ the extent of its lbrdry, it surpasses
most if not all similar institutions in the
States.. Here the student can give his attention to any branch of science that he

that a Committee

of three be appointed to consider these requests and report thereon at the earliest
practicable hour. Rev. Messrs. Day, Cheney and Ball were appointed said Commit-

to the Conference and
Among other things, he

of Michigan,

and warm

and

by

attention only to some

Hill, A. Sargent, A. D. Smith, E. G, York,
H. P. Lamprey,O. R. Bauhelder,
nells, I. D, Stewart.

Mae
Howe,

WesterN,

W. F.

O. Bartlett,

L. H.

The Maine

B.

R. Parks.
Walker,
E.

¥.

HOLLAND nig

Stuart. ~ (
WISCONSIN:

gling for existence.

West-

:

N. YX. CENTRAL.
W.
tone, V. Elliot.
QOuio River.
A.D. Williams, I. . Fullerton, H. J. Carr, T. H. Drake.
;
"
INpIaNa.
I. D. Adkinson.

SOuTHERN ILLiNo1s.

Iowa.

J. S. Manning.

J. F. Tufts,

some

H. N. Herrick.

A. D.

gains. Anaged

‘Father Carey, has

Sanborn.

Iowa NorTtHERN.

there has

the

VermontY.

M.

there has been a large" increase of benevolent effort. The salaries of ministers have
been increased, and they ‘are more regularly paid. Two educational ‘enterprises, one
at Waterbury and the other at Lyndon, haye
been started during the last three years.
The latter has just been dedicated. —In Wisconsin there have been but few changes during the last three years. There hav e been

:

P. Randall.

MixNEsotA.

Our cause

yet disheartened.—In

R. Cooley.

Omto.

intelliof Educa-

tion. Six hundred have been added by baptism,—The Canada West Y. M. is strug-

R. Clark, G. H. Hubbard,

.On10 CENT

cause

-| many difficulties to contend with, unknown
to us in the states.
‘The brethren are not
G. H. Ball, D. M.

gate.

'

W.

Y. M. reported a

of membership,

gence, and interest in the

Pritchard,
St. LAWRENCE.
GENESEE,
W.

Western

gradual incase

Eatow,G,W

Witham,

of the more notice-

able features in the letters.

I. Run-

and uséful

minister,

passed away, ripe

for

heaven.
Several prominent interests have
grown up.
Two successful institutions of

N. W. Bixby.
J. Calder.
H.
H.
Clancey,

learning

W.

are

in

operation.—The

Northern Y. M. reported

the

Iowa

Tre

In addition to the above, ‘an informal re-

quest came from the Kansas Y. M.

conditionally, and a delegate, without the
power of voting.. The ecavse "of the infor-

mality was the “fact that a meeting failed to
be held as was intended.
The Moderator
then announced the following:
=
STANDING COMMITTEES.

missioned.

We should

undertake

great

things ; for to these God is: calling. us, the
obligation

is

imperative,

and

the

faithful

toil will bring sucoéss.

All may engage in this Service of giving

S. P. Merrill had

”y

G.H. Ball

F. Eaton.
.
CuaukcH Pourry. R. Dénn, Ss. P, Morrill,
A. D. Smith, I. Fullerton, S. B.- Young.
;
MiNisTrY. J. Calder, O. Bartlett; Ww.

G.T. Pay’

'' «

* SABBATH ScmOOLs. C. F. Penney, V.
Elliott, H. P. Lamprey, J. H. Maynard, T.
Kinney.
SABBATH Ofisprvilicn. J. F. Tufts, A.
J. Dutton, R. Maftin, J. W. Carr, G. H.
Hubbard.
STATE OF. THE DENOMINATION.
KE. W.

Porter, P. Randall,

N.

W.' Bixby.

drich, E. W. Norton.

0. B. Cheney « /

25

E. Knowlton

37

*

freely. Each may do and give aecording
President Cheney
- declined to have
to his: ability, and ‘that ‘is accepted. The name used on the formal ballot, and
least may give a tiie life and example, if quested all to vote for Bro, Knowlton
no more, and God counts this much. Some {most conducive to gaod feeling and
may give service in bringing children to mony of action in the Conference,
to the Sabbath school, others in clothing -Conference then proedetted to a format
the poor, and othets in visiting ‘the sick. lot, with the following result:
vt

“The free giving should be coupled with

atrust in’

God's..blessing,

and

an

earnest

seeking
of his favor to follow the toil and
consecrate the offering, and then it can

chooses, being assisted by the greatest -vas
riety of instruments and diagrams; and he

‘he in vain.

bills and obey the laws.

journment and spentian hour in

not

his

EpucaTtioN. O. B. Cheney, H. N. Herrick, A. D. Sanborn, D. M. Stewart, A.D.
Williams, R. Dunn, I. D. Adkinson.
*

Pusrigations.
G.T. Day. G. H. Ball,
E. A. Stockman, O. D. Patch, I. D. Stewart.

PETITIONS: AND

REQUESTS.A.

G. S. Hur, O. Pitts.
CORRESPONDENCE.

A.

D.

Whole Number of votes
Necessary to a choice
O. B. Cheney had

64
$3
19+

E. Knowlton

52

*¢

H. Polk

Williams, S.

D..Church, S. R. Young.
TEMPERANCE.
M. Phillips, B. F, Pritchard, W. R. Stone, W. Brown.
:

State or THE CountRY.
G. H. Ball,
L. H. Witham, L. W. Aithony, T. M.
Strain, N. H. Farr. ~
STATISTICS.

S. D: Church,

E. G.

York,

H. H. Clancy.
The time of adjournment

having arrived,

prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Calder, and
the Conference aejourned,
AFTERNOON,
At 2 o'clock, the Conference was called to
order by the Moderator.. The introductory
exercises of the hou were conducted by
Rev. O. E. Baker,

of Iowa.

'* Brethren, be not children

-

Rey. Dr. Day

the preacher of the
CONFERENCE SERMON,
Announced the - following
as

his

text.

in understand-

ing; howbeit, in malice be ye children, but
in understanding be men.”
The occasion on which the "words were
spoken add force to them.
The Corinthians had no lack of religion in quantity, but
tHfeuality was deficient.
t was deficient
in many respects, but especialy in the man-

death of two

this Y.

M.

would

become

childlikeness
are noble in
more noble
ih the same
noblest proresult of the *

forces.

This is’

a - part of¢he | speak first of what is essential to the manly

Minh. Y. M. but he did not wish to oppose
its

admission as a

separate

body.

The Y.

M. was admitted with Rev. S. A. Stowe as
a delegate, a substitute for Rev.-S. Berry,

the regular delegate,

.-

The second request came from the Virginia Y. M., composed of two Q. M’s, in
the Shenandoah Valley. The letter accompanying the request. contained a history of
valley, and made

of the

laborers

there.

|The Y. M. now has 650 _ communicants.
“| Rev. N. C. Brackett was admitted as delegate,
;

res
as
harThe
‘bal

S. Al-

:

of the letters was interrupta proper balance of opposite

prominent mention

9

-.

Walker, A. P. Tracy, J. Runnels.

ed by a report of the Committee to receive true in Astronomy, civil. government and
requests from bodies to become members of ‘especially God's government.
The process
the General Conference, made through-its of development in each individual Chris-’
Chairmam,” Rev. Dr. Day.
There were
tian has its corresponding development in
four requests. The first was from the Min- the life of a denomination. . There is the
nesota Southern Y. M.
A letter was read child’s heart, the well developed man, and
from it, setting forth its condition and his- the rounded and matured character. These :
tory. On the question of admission, some
different degrees of developments may be
remarks were made by Rev. H. N. Herrick, seen in different churches and denominaof Minn., who expressed a preference that tions at the same pr different times. Let us

our mission work in that

9

3

-DOCTRINE. A. K. Moulton, R. Olah, 4
Sargent,
J. Brick, R. Parks.
|.
HoMme MISSIONS. C. B. Mills,L. B. Ti
ker, G. W. Howe, D.G. Holmes, T.H.
Drake, J. S. Manning, N. C. Brackett.
ForeiagN Missions,
O.R. Bachelor, R.
Cooley, G. W. Bean, A. W,” Westgate, wi,

liness of the intellect and the
prominent ministers. The cause ofeduca- of the heart. These two things
Omio AND PENN. A. K. Moulton, N. H. cation isadvancing.
The same: is true of themselves,
but they become
Farr.
the Sabbath school work.
Special attention: when combined harmoniously
Caxapa West.
R. Martin.
is asked to the mission Work in Western
character. In this world the
MAINE CENTRAL. O!B. Cheney, E. W. Towa.
«ducts are-what seem to be the
Porter, C.F. Penney, J. W. out, 0. Pitts,

*. The reading

After

some explanation, this Y. M. was admitted

brethren

. DELEGATES.
by the Moderator fand prayer. was offered
The minMicHiGAN Y. M.' R. Dunn, C. B. Mills, by Rev. ‘L-H. Witham of Me.
utes
of
previops
sessions
were
then
read,
J. H. Maynard, E. W. Norton:
and
after
some
delay
the
Conference
atILuixois, D. G: Holmes, ©. D. Patch.
tended to the reading of the letters from
N. Y. and PA. S. Aldrich,
We call
‘New Hamesmge, G. T. Day, G. S. the several Yearly Meetings.

They

Perryman

was admitted as a delegate.

earnest were

the prayers and exhortations

name.

were received, and Rev. Joscple

a prayer meeting, led by Rev. C. B. Mills

The following list from all parts of the denomination. At9
o'clock, the Conference was called to order

of the

PENNSYLVANIA.
genius of our religion, God plans that the |, SusQuenaNNA.
saved shall seek and aid to save others. Brown.

intellect.
= 1.. Remember that this manliness comes
by development.” We are not made manly,
but are set to take

ourselves so..

to do this, we must

begin

In order

witha

tion that it is necessary to do

couvie-

something.

I do npt disparage conversion,
If did, I
should be flying in the face of Paul. No

one can turn from the 7th.to ‘the Sthof
Romans
thing

and

doubt

that

as conversion.

there

is sucha

Conversion

‘meant

something for Paul, and it will be sad if it
does not mean something for us. But conversion
-is only the

commencement of the

Thy third fequest came from the South- new life. “The true Christian manliness
ern Ninois Y. M. composed principally of must come outof the true childlikeness.. It

the eolored ‘churches orgafized as the result of our mission operations in the vicinity of Cairo. The letter reported the Y. M.
a8 * black but comely,” and was of thrilling’
interest.
‘It gave a history of our mission
work there, and paid a noble tribute to our
anti-slavery position.
Such was the inter-

is a sad thing for one to be obliged to say
that at conversion the Christan life was.

est at the close of the reading that the Mod-

whether

erator,

witha

tremulous

voice,

said, “I

the truest and best
should be

something

ever

known.

broader,

richer

There
and

grander than anything then experience
There is but one childhood for each of us
and onward we must go.

from

The question is,

our childhood

there shall -

Ifit
comes a genuine Christian manhood.
comes, it must come as the result of wise
and earnest Christian effort.

think it is fitting that we should now turn’
heard by a dnd was declarud- elected, Bi motors of
can also pursue almost any profession, being large and interested audience.
Dr. Cheney, the election ¢f E. Knowlton aside from our usual course of business, and’
2. We should not be afraid of thorough
sure of the best talent in the country to aswas made unanimous by & rising vote. Dr. Irequest Bro. Ball to offer a prayer of
THURSDAY OCT 5.-~MORNING.
If we as a denomination
sist him. It is opened to students of all
C. ten conducted the RE
elect to thanksgiving.” br, B, offered prayer, and mental culture.
creeds and nations, provided they pay the
The Conference . met according to ad- hair, who addressed the Conference. He there were but sfew dry eyes. ‘Rev. J. 8. ever despised learning, Iam glad that we.
This

letter mentions only the

The sermon was aintively

petslidit

devotional

thanked the Conference for the honor con-

exercises«
The
season
Was
one , of
deep, tender and. animated interest. A
large, number of Trethren, and few. sisters

would have preferied that the honor should

features of a day’s ride about Quebec.
There are the Governor's garden, Durham
terrace, the city prison and hospitals, the | gave utterance to their thoughts and feel| quaint and old buildings on some of the ings in brief temarks prayer and singing.
streets,

and above all the various odd hab.

institution in’ the Canadian cities. For a
reasonable sum, a carriage and driver is at

The spirit of the meeting was every way

its of the citizens, which were full of in | excellent, the sanse of God's présence was
terest and attraction to our American. eyes, felt by all hearts, and the opening of the
your service for a whole day, to go where As near the States as they are, they never
Conference business was every way auspiou ’sgy, and to await your pleasare at theless seerh a long time behind us in man
lows. 'At the close of the hour, the body
every point. The ride to Montmorenci ‘was’ of the customs that ‘characterize their daily
addressed itself to business, +
full af interest. The falls are reached by a life. The moss, on ‘the city-walls and on
An invitation was received and accepted
nye road from Quebec, supported hy tolls the neefs of: the. houses, together with the
the Conference, from the officers of the

and ‘always kept in the best order. The
little Canadin Soltages are strung thickly

were only beginning to arrive, the Confer- the Conference. - He made some very inence postponed the work of permanent or- teresting statements respecting the charac-’
ganization, and adjourned to. 8 o'clock, ter and work of the body which he rgpreP.M.
wir
sented.
:
‘Rev. G. T. Day stated that the Corimittee
AFTERNOON.
on credentials had received sevéral requests
The Conference wad called to order at 3 from different bodies for admission to the

The really renewed heart-yields to a heav! feet high, every turn in which is swept by enly impulse when it bestows good: on
batteries of the heaviest caliber.
The. others. Faith without works is’ dead, bewalls could not be scaled, for that is imposEvery earnest Christian fllusing alone.
sible; neither could the citadel be entered trates this.
by the ordinary way, if it was properly de4, The reason furnished in the text is SP, Morrill. »
| fended,
Yor that is impossible too; but few forcible. We have received freely. The gifts
VERMONT.
J. Brie, L. B: Tasker, A. J.
{ shells could be thrown into the citade! from coming to us are many, varied and precious,
Dutton.
| the river; for the angle and distance are embracing as they do those which fill the |
R. I. & Mass. iY Phillips, 1. W. An“both too great; nothing but a siege or mas- realm of both nature and grace. Toreceive
thony, A. P. Tracey, E. A. Stockman, S. B.
| terly stravggy could possibly capture the so much and return nothing is sinful inYoung.
place, neitherof which is an admitted pos- gratitude.
S. D.
PENOBSCOT. . E. KNOWLTON,
sibility by the few red-coats who now garri5. We thus greatly profit ourselves in the Church, G. W, Bean, T. Kinney.
son the fortress, Be that
as it may, Que- highest way. Copying God in beneficence,
_ St. Josepw's VALLEY. A.W. Ensign. *
bee seems almost
invulnerable, and the we become like him in experience.
This
LIBERTY AssociarioN. A. H. Polk, T. M.:
enemy who captures it may be sure of is the divine seen in thehuman.
Thus we Strain.
having won a signal triumph.
2
lay up Irasuy in heaven."
j The roll was called and all the above
Close, by are “the famous plains of Abra6. Thus only can we accomplish our misnamed delegates answered to their’ names.
ham, where was fought, the fierce battle
sion as a denomination. We have a work
that - gave Canada to the #nglish.¢ The to do. God gives us a field to cultivate in After sonte discussion in reference to the
very place is pointed out where Wolfe cross- India; the home field waits for labor, both seating of delegates, on motion of Rev. R.
‘ed the river with his brave army, and the in ile city and out on the: frontier; the Martin of Canada West, it was, voted to
steep bluffs which he toiled up to win a freedmen at the south pleads for service; proceed to an informal ballot for Moderator.
.deathless name by the glorious manuer in \| ‘our educational interests ery out for funds. The following was the result:
which he met a soldier's death. There is The laity as well as the ministry are com- |’ ‘Whole Number of Votes
67
the

wy

however to: retain their ld

Rev. Mr. Smith appeared in behalfofé the
Esq. As the delegates from New England,
in consequenceof detentions on the way, Congregationalists of Ohio, and addressed

omized in the few words,—‘‘He went about

men

Aili umber

. Asst. Moderators, ©. B. Mills of Mich.
A Committee on Credentials was appointed, consisting of Revs. R! Clark, G. H. -and Isaac Fullerton of Ohio.
Ball apd G. T. Day; and also a Committee |: Asst. Clorks,—L. B. Tasker of Vt. and
of Minnesota.
|
to arrange the order, of exercises and the H. Ni Herrick
time of the sessions, consisting of Revs. A. "On motion of Prof, Dunn, the Conference
K. Moulton, D. G. Holmes, S. P. Morrill, voted to invite delegates “from correspond)
L. B. Tasker, R. Duni, and E. W. Page, ing bodies to seats.

been ‘delayed on the way had arrived and
were:in attendance. Prof. Dunn extended

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

the transaction

on

rr ore——— EE

———

Yankee thrift and enterprise.

and where, as: our driver said, he planned
the battle which Wolfe obliged him to fight

18, 1871.

i

ong its course, with their neat white walls the ‘antiquaied customs. of the fahabitants
andtred blinds, steep roofs and stone chim that they have not quite kept up with
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ferred. upon him, though

personally he

have been conferred upon his competitor.

Manning was received as the delegate.
Some remarks were then made by Rev.
D. Powell of West Va.
Among other

things, he stated that he was born and edu-

He feared thatthe hopes entertained of his cated in a slave state, but early’ became an
ability and sicéess as a presiding officer abolitionist. ‘For a time his mouth was shut,
but he now rejoiced that the time had come
might, not be realized. He hopéd, hkowwhen
he could speak. He expressed great
ever, by the co-operation of his brethren
and the

help of the

ceptably.
On motion,
Mowe, Smith,

Master, to

serve

ac-

”
Rev. Messrs. Williams,
Cooley and Holmes were

appointed a committee tto nominate, the Temaining officers if the Conference.

gratitude to the - denomination for the work

it had done for the South.
v
‘The fourth request came from the Associ-

ation of Separate Baptists of Illinois, con-

sisting

of¢ 15 churches

and

600

members.

Tt re- They are destitute of denominational litera-

have ceased to do so. - If there:is any book

from which we should learn, it is God's
great book of nature. It is possible to misuse this bdok, and thus produce: an imperfect development. . The culture thus result
ing will be abnormal. . We must have a
culture that looks to the whole man, heart,

intellect, will.

Everything must be in har

mony.
:
3. We want to take the true attitude to- |
wards scientific inquiry. 'If'is not worth
the whilé to sneer at’ every geologist or °

‘very astronomer.

There are to be sure,

geologists and astronomers whG’ sneer at

There are
And ' institutions of learning, but ap- Moses and the God of Moses.
Msdale Co. Agticultural Society, to visit ported.and its report was adopted as, Jor}J ‘ture
(Continued on tha Fourth Page.)
They wish,
prove
of
our
dqctrinol.
views.
|
lows:
suber indichtofs-of the city" s age, than aré. the Fair ‘Grounds at one o'clock P.M. |
\
narvdw, crooked;

Fae

arabe]

®

Foose

‘worn
wo

streets,
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r

'
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veloped with the same degree of power and
rapidity in one case as in another, it is nev-

buy it. with our Lord’s

irritation of tie stomach, willel is liable to

their Lord's,

sesult in inflammation; ulgeration,and mor-

son on the animal economy, and will -produce death when taken in large quantities.
' Injected into the veins, it produces almost

and

finally,

“8Circhus,

cancer,

have some influence with those ‘who are

is said to be intoxicated, the litera} meaning
of which is, poisoned. The word is derived

habitually putting into their stomachs this
from toxicum,the Latin for poison. From this ‘deadly poison, this destroyer of health and
we haye the word tozicology, which signi- happiness ? A healthy stomach js indispen-

poisoning.

treats of poisons and

Some poisons when taken into

sable to a hedlthy system ; and many dis| eases spring directly from the stomach ; for

the stomach produce sudden and stunning from the stomach, the cook-room
effect upon the nerves, which re-act upon .tem; all other parts are supplied.
the heart, through the sympathetic system,
suspending its action, and causing death
ip the same manner as would

a

succession

of blows upon the pit of the stomach.
it may bé objected, ‘‘that when taken

But
in a

diluted form, and in small

it is

quantities,

not a poison, because it does not kill.” Any
poisons known to chemistry, may be taken

‘in small quantities, and not kill; and in
fact, you may gradually increase the dose
until you may take enough at one time to
kill ten men, and it will

not

kill

you,

*be-

cause your system has become, accustomed
to it. The poison does not depend upon the
quaptity, but upon the natire ; every single

drop is poison, and one drop
one hundreth part as much as
drops. Asay .one may test this
himself. Dip a feather into

‘will injure
a hundred
matter. for
alcohcl and

lay

eye,

x

will

it flat

on.

the

ball

of the

almost instantly smart and

tingle, become

bloodshot

and

and

it

burn

and

swell,

and

the mouth, and you will find that it has the
upon the tender coating. The
of the mouth will become conblood.
may put into, the mouth or eye,

‘water, milk, bread,

or meat,

and

you

will

not experience any of these effects. This
shows the difference between poison and
food. Now the coatings and linings of the
and whatever will burn, irritate and injure
one, will the other. = So when alcohol touch-

it. produces

© just the same effect as it does upon the eye
and mouth.
Why should a man fill his
stomach with a liquid strong enough to dissolve

sulphur,

iodine,

ammonia,

potash,

him to say, ¢* one dollar 1s

The healthy stomach

is of a pink color, slightly tinged with red,

dollars I”

burn,

irritate

and

congest

"mation. Dr. Sewell made his experiments
upor the living Som of Alexis St. Martin, ahd always found
that drinking pro* duced these effects, just, in proportion to the
amount drunk. Thereis no difference in:
- these effects upon different stomachs; all
are made of the same

material.

He

found,

also, that the stomach would have to get in-

grid

|

the stomach right among the food, and with

- the food it is taken up and carried ll over
the .system, and exhibits itself in toddy
blossoms on the face and nose.

Now

the

“clear through.”

Thus the system

is con-

to the

altar he

How wonderful is the history we contem-

plate, when we

consider

the

character

of

the age at the introduction of Christianity,
and the events attending its propagation !
From one spark, kindled in an obscure corner of the earth,we see a great light spread-

lence.

“Tried,

condemned,

and

tongue the next

dollars, and

executed"

time.

the

You

outcome

said

I wasa

to give ten

of it is

that this-

good mon has got the whole twenty.
You
will
hold your tongue the next time, won't
breaks the bars of death, sets open to all the’
:
i
:
evidences of a life to come, and points out you PV
And
droll
as
it
was
thus
to
talk,
it
seems
the sure road to happiness. His adherents
and survivors—a few unlettered disciples— to me that some more of us might afford
whether it would not be better
take up his doctrines, which , directly to considey
the devil's logic force us
strike at the foundation of the most splen- and in
,did ‘fabric of superstition. They gb forth to conclusi®ns not such as it usually commends, but rather such as John that night
among the princes of the Roman Empire,
;
then in its zenith, preaching to the Gentiles, adopted.
It is ehough to-say that John prospers,
nota rude and barbarous race, but acute
:
philosophers, eloquent prators, powerful John is rich.”
for his" doctrines, he

rises

from

the

tomb,

A

dertaking for the teachers of Christianity!

;

:

Preacher, by Dr. Joseph Parker, author
Ecce Deus, which
berts Brothers,

even by those—if there are

will read
much that
agree with
sails some

Usefulness.
to be useful.

of
of

Boston, have just puBlished, is a pungent
essay, which will be read with pleasure,

‘B.

It should be the aim of every

for Preachers.
EP

sufferings, to the unseen glories of a life to

come.

Book

The book, 4d Clerum : Advice to a Young

Holding forth no temporal allurements,
what a conflict for religion! Promising, on
the contrary, nothing but mortification, and
referring all hope of a reward for present

mercy.

It is also evident that man

any such-—who

it with vexation. It contains
is “sound, though we may not
all that it sets forth, and it asvery common fauits, which are

not peculiar to inferior

individual

preachers, without

‘It has chapters devoted to the va-

was created for a wise purpose, and that he

rious qualities and styles of preaching and

is required
existence.
obey God,
mankind.

author is a strong advocate of the delivery
of spoken sermons, or of preaching, as he

to fulfill the great desig of
It is his indispénsable duty
and promote the happiness
But, alas! how few seem

his
to
of
to

instance, is seen in the

sermons, exercises of discipline,

calls it distinctively,

in

etc.

The

opposition

to

the

feading of sermons. He makes a comparison between the late Rev. Dr. Harris,
whom he calls, *“ not a preacher, but a most

pleasant and persuasive reader of sermons,”

character

name a Luther, a Watts, a Baxter,
ley, a Whitefield, a Washington,

a Wesand i a

Howard. They, in a
great measure, performed the responsible duties of life in a

manner highly praiseworthy.
Now why
may not\gll do the same? All are endowed
with faculties, by the proper use of which
they may exert a salutary influence, Is it
then right to devote time and talents in un-

tations from one of Mr. Beecher’s

sermons,

are in point, in view of what has been
\

in The Methodist in reference

said

to extempor-

aneous preaching :
fil
PREACHING VS. READING.
. “This is preaching! When a preacher
Gescends after this manner into the common experiences of life, his dullest hearer
can not escape his influence, He widens
his pulpit until it includes the whole world,
simplifies his theology until little ..children
even catch the meaning of God’s living
word. Apart from the richness and beauty
of these quotations, does anything strike
yon as remarkable? It certainly strikes
me that the preacher could not have read
such passages; there is a freemess about the’
sentences which could hardly be attained
by a wifer; thete is, if you will. pardon a

whimsical-expression, an air of spokenness
There are] about thesé earnest and sparkling utteran-

worthy, pursuits ? Surely not,

ces. Hairis’s sermon is an essay! Beechand hand, in every good werk. : The | ers is a speech. Harris reads at you;
f usefulness is extensive. There in Beecher speaks to you. Harris is an .ar-

tist; Beecher is an orator. Harris conducts

you into a ‘conservatoire of artifreial flow| ers; Beecher leads’ you' into a garden
fectual way to secure it. Then be useful. where all is life and bloom "and fragrance.
Perform faithfully the duties incumbent up- Jo
T'have ‘reason to speak gratefully
on you. Do this, and you will assuredly be of Mr. Beecher.. His words, so natural, so
happy in life, in death, and in eternity. .
human, yetso divine, have sticaulated and
B.
blessed me, when. the refined analysis. of
be
Bushnell, the vehement eloquence of Chalmers, the waxen beauty of Harris, and the:
John and his Temptation.
¥

-

—

iy

sent before our readers.
;
ist
+ John was determined to be rich. When

perspirational rhetoric of Melyille were unsuited to my spiritual condition. .
Homiletics have begome too much of a cab-

inet-carving art; the square and com
have been too much in requisition ; ‘itis quite

he was twenty-one, he left home and started time that. we should follow alittle ‘more
out in the world to accomplish
his object by «lodely the logic of life and the ‘poetry of

face, changing its color! To deep red, and in girl, like himself peor, comely, tidy and
some points exhibiting a livid appearance; cheerful ; and: the two were married. He
and with many drankards,or habitual drink- hired a farm and, they ; commenced life in
thickened, ‘and:

my, Saviour bleed?

and.

learn

from the ex-

of the Sunday-school at Hammonton, N.

A subdued, tremulous

four years

tone best becomes the utterance of such
words.

+ On the other

trumpet

would

hang, the

be

fitting

for

ago,

J.,

the Chicago was the only

series of lessons before the publi¢, and as
of a we did snot care to begin in the middle of

peal

.the line:

others,

quite

as

bad,

or perhaps

even

a

shade worse, would sday: ‘Second CHAPTER
of the first EPISTLE

of John, BEGINNING

at

the tenth VERSE", What a horrible perversion of plain common sense ! The people do
not wish to know

that

# isa

chapter, bit

what particular chapter it is; they do not
require.so much to know that you.are about

to read from an “epistle as they require
to know whose epistle it is. If I can represent emphasis by a variety of type, I will
show ‘you, ‘how in my opinion, the an-

nouncement should be made: * The FIRST
epistle of JOHN—the SECOND chapter—beginning “at the TENTH
verse.’ Say this
twice, distinctly, and after a’ momentary
pause, proceed. While giving out numbers, don’t hold down your head as if giving them out to the book, but speak

straightforwardly, as if you

heard.”

meant

hp

to be

:

UNITING IN THE SERVICE.

A third detail is to unite in the offering of
worship: ** How can you do so if you fumble in the Bible,spread out your manuscript,

and make sundry arrangements which
ought to have been made before you went
into the pulpit?

Have you no part in. the

song of praise?

Are you a paid conductor

or a fellow worshiper?
In my opinion, the
minister should enter heartily into the service

of song, for even if he can not sing, he can
show by a reverent manner that his heart

is engaged in divine praise.”

"PRAYER.
_ We find this on prayer:

‘In

seeking

definition of prayer, I have ‘been led to

conelusion

that “prayer

a
the

means

different
To the
temperament,
prayer signifies the pouring out of the heart

and Mr. Beecher, much to the advantageof things to different people.
of the miser, who regards not the sufferings ‘the latter. His remarks, appendedto quo- man of strong emgtional
This, for

inflammation, extending over the whole sur- thought seriouslyof marrying. . He found a

becomes.

notes,

shocking to say as loudly:,‘ Alas! and did perience of others.” When we took charge

stopped

stantly rotting'out, How is it possible for the lawful means of labor and thrift., The nature. Mr. Beecher does this in a ve
any man to be healthy with suéh a poison- process was slow but sure. In five years markable degree, and is therefore an exto all ministers whose ‘aimit is to
. ous element permeating the whole system? he had in his possession mostof the tools ample
He sayw “after a debauch or several days, necéssary to carry on &
, a good yoke preach with simplicity and effect.”
the internal or mucus surface of the stom- of oxen, and five hundred dolars at interest “The chapter on ‘The Minister in the
ch of the drunkard shows a high'degree of as the result of his own earnings. He now Pulpit” begins with a remark on the impor-

: gs, the stomach

THE

the series, and in the middle of

wanted

to go

regularly: through

good earnest.

tance of little

case the

things, Which mean

details

of

preaching.

in

this

Among

in grateful praise and passionate

supplica-

tion ; languid and contemplative devotion is
abhorrent

to

him;

he

must

exclaim; and

sing, and shout for joy in the course of his
rapturous prayer. ©n the other hand, to &

man of more practical mind, ‘this rhapsody
is distressing. He must base his prayers
upon facts; he prays according to the: ‘cir-

cumstances of the”time; his thankfulness
never overflows; he is often satisfied, but
seldom joyous!

Then there

is the

suppli-

Then

we

the Old

many

feared.

The

harder ‘the

shell,

the

sweeter the meat when the nut‘is ¢racked.
Very seldom through the whole course did
any teacher complain of a lesson. Three
years.more in this manner would complete

claim an elevation of heavenliness

where

poetical

beoks, making

timonious ifr their manner

odor food, and this lined with a, dark brown,

you and I have 'to do is to ‘be natural,
‘cere, and modest.”

a

flaky substance, which was really

ed cord

grumous

of tha, shige and
‘the inflamed surface, and when | 10:
to, ive ob yet ownih a onefarm,whichbut thehad
| the privilege
‘had rente

nor

es

%
GO%

gin-

only.

The pastor

The questions were interesting, and

suggestive o rich Gospél truth, butnota
word of explanation or instruction accom-

panied them from the preacher. Not a
teacher took any interest or part in the recitation, and the school was closed and ¢ismissed fifteen minutes before
in the upper room of ogi

#q

church time,
building. I

instruct and inform the most important
rt of the congregation. As far as.relat-

ed to myself, I ventured to say to the oldest
teacher present ‘¢ that 1 had known preach-

ers to make

friends

and

noticing strangers:”

money,

too, hy

T never ‘desire

to take

the time of the teachers, nor the place and
time of the pastor

or superintendent;

yet,

in a case like this, it seemed a waste of.
part of the Sabbath-morning hour, and that
rossibly the scholars and teachers might

Feve been’ pleased and profited with a” few
suggestions’

from a stranger.

that sometimes

(I am aware

strangers do not profit a

es and temptations, to

gain a knowledge of

kis good purposes and%truggles, the teacher will find it a necessity to see him alone.

For this purpose he will improve those op:

tive, too pious to notice little causes of irri-

tation, too manly

resignation, too.
main cold toward
turbed oy trifles,
not to bé classed
y

semblage of human hearts.
:
‘Demosthenes, efen though a heathen philosopher, felt the force of this eternal truth,
es and

temporal

this. consciousness

interests have
in every

and set me in a large place.”

lege of every beligVer to be holy in his purposes and unselfish in his life. We believe

tian martyr.

itand preach it, not merely because Wesley or any of the fathers avowed it, but be-

itual life, the staff of his spiritual strength,

oh

REVIEWING.

The girls a4ré one side of

Three

has

oy

On a.peglected

but

valua-

practical

rules

will

embrace_the

advanced

five or

six

lessons,

begin a

review from the beginning, taking one or
two “lessons only
for each time; 3. Let
the teacher hold in mind as much as possible of the whole ground gone over, and,
as occasion offers,
make an impromptu

miscellancous review, without closel go

| lowing the ‘order of the lessons.
ese
reviews may sometimes embrace only the.
heads or chief topics of the lesson: In many

of the “Sunday

schools a review is never

thought of.
The lessons are learned and
lost in quick succession, and the year ends
as it ‘begins, with scarcely any advance
in the real knowledge of the Scriptures.
Le

-

————

.

.

THE *“ MUTUAL Crass.” ‘Such a olass
ves dignity and. character to the school.
ts members are better qualified than youn,
_pupils or young.teachers to panage and direct the societies, to look after the library,
| to arrange for excursions, picnics, and anniversaries,—ll of which are a pirt of the

’ Sabbath school of the present day. +» « The

mutual class will have perhaps
thirty or forty members; and each one will be free to

express his or her

thought,

and

each

one:

who is willingto do it may in turn take thé
place of questioner or
her. Let no one .
e forced to do this.
e understanding

be that it is a mutual Tnterchange of views
and thoughts acquired by study of the lesson.

warfare, the en-

the partition and

threaten

most useful forms of réviewing:
1. Begin
each recitation with the review of the preceding lesson; 2. As soon as the class

Sd

a constant theme of gratitude deep down in | seven feet high, ritns direct. through the
the ‘hearts of the.poor whom she secretly room to the platform, which is elevated
vigited and blest,—\Why, woman”—for
she ibout-fiye feet overlooking the whole room,

to

ble practice, Pres. J. M. Gregory says:

Prayer is the breath of the teacher's spirthe weapon of his spiritual

frequently

loving to let people rehim, too strong to be disand so firm in nérves as
with che sensitive ones.
;

‘

awakened

age and every

The patriarchs wrestled with God, and
no temptations.
ever creep, and where no prevailed ; the
ets leaned on prayer
as the scepter of their power. Prayer was
trouble ever starts a sigh or a tear.
:
strength of the apostles. Prayer open‘We believe in holiness.” It is the privi- the
ed the windows of heaven to the
first Chris-

was, not
a talker

the teachers were re-

hes asked three questions from a. catechism, which’ were answered by a few of
the
girls, not one boy answering, He then
asked a few simple questions from another
‘book, and was answeréd by one small boy

the ear of him who sits upon the throne,
and is the Christian’s lever to move an as-

anywhere, but a worker
the boys on the other, each having a sepaANNOUNCING HYMNS AND CHAPTERS.
eyery-where—'‘have you no religion, that rate door of entrance, so the boys can mot’
Another detail is the announcing of you, sit, still in such a meeting as this! see the girls, or vice versa. The seats’ and

|:

There

shpuld

always be a -lesson to

study,~—some subject of Bible history or
truth commenced and. systematically followed up. . , . It is astonishing how little
most people know of the Scriptures, Make

proof of this assertion by asking some Scripture question of your wife, sister, or
band, who is sitting near you as you

husread

this. , . It is wonderful, too, how much may
be learned by the" one weekly recitation
and talk of sucha class.”
So far experienced’ Sunday-school workers are likelyto agree withthis correspondent ; but;no} so in the further, plea for question-books

against

lesson

papers;

or the

Bible text, without any list of cut-and-dried
questions.
y

;

0"

©

—

mE
io

Good thoughts; like good company, Will
hymns and chapters; ‘ Why announce Have you no religion?” ‘Noneto speak whole arrangements are very primitive and never stay where they hy not civilly enterorbuping. 0
The wonder is that so tained while bad thoughts, like ill-mannerfor BH reason, all the. do. them unless youyou wish
wish the congregation
to. of,” said she oy i What a A) uncomfortable,
Sn
YELL)
Lig
many attend
Sunday-school.
The order ed gists, ress for
admission, or like nightfollow
you
d
doubly
valyayou?
‘But
how
gan,
the,
oongrogat
the
leader Who, on
k to, force an utter,
for
OC séemed.
J
0
|
and singing are not up to our Ameriban ly fobbers; lurk: secretly about, waiting
Anco
from
hér
lips! Letus be tender Sunday-school for such a church and place. an unguarded moment to creep in and detion follow ‘you if you announce the
umbers fn a Iw or mumbling tore? or ‘if
les who may be the silent, The pastor and superintendent were both troy.
1 (gE
gi
4

nt they, Kept pagingto. theselves,
Mud 344 We,wapt tha, farm we must not
biym

What

time,

a course of six

has large corroding cancers upon it."
souls, They. became Christians.; When ‘Pulpit. To ascend the pulpit with @ hurried that the whole Church might be thrilled and
Newsman HALL's Scooors. ‘We went to
they
came forward for prayers in a Metho- step, or with'any air of affectation, is indec- filled with the hlessedness of it!
.
He dissected a latge number of men who
Newman Hall's: 8.48%, close by,
dnd were
orous,
Af
not
profane.
Some
ministers
have
died of the deli m tremens, arid. one) or dist church amid the shouts of the brethren, ‘an extguordinary’ way of rolling into the “Why, woman,’ said a critical clags-lead- courteously treated, ° The church-schools
about 800 ; the rooms were all full ;
“wp of them prominent, statesmen, who like they went, with a purpose / earnestly inquin- pulpit ; ‘otifers dre severely perpendicular in | er to a quiet, patient, deeply pious and de- nugber
but oh! such Suhday-school rooms. I neyvoted
Christian,
whose
whole
life
was
a
inig
what
they
should
do
tobe
saved.
Thus.
Samson, perhaps, gave more light to the
their attitude; others are ‘natural’ and’ sol- bedutiful tribute to, devotion to Christ, and er before saw 400 Sunday-school children
country
at their death, than in all their lives,
crowded in so small a space.
A. partition,
emn, without being either flippant or sane-

ed and swollen, leaving but a small cavity

chureh

uested to close the lesson.

portunities which he may
find, or make, in
social intercourse; and not unfrequently a
yeas, opahree solid years for the Old Tes single interview will deepen the impressions
tament. Were we to arrange the course of months. The teacher who fails to supgiven tQ the asover again we would keep up the alterna- plement the instructions
tion, for we found practically that this did sembled class - with faithfulness in yrivate
not at all break the continuity of the les- interviews, but half does his work.
sons. But we would take up the life of
rn
Christ, or the Gospels in harmony, for
study in the New
Testament. We trust
SENSITIVE SUNDAY Scnoor, Forks. Huthe powers that be in our Sunday-school mility is a great comfort.
For personal enmagazines and newspapers will unite on joyment it isof vast benefit, as it prevents
some course of lessons which shall include the building of many claims and expectathe whole Bible in their plan, thus.giving tions that can not be met, and does not noevery one, the advantage of the elaborate | tice many of those omissions of special repreparation of all or the same lessons, and gard which might be called slights.
by this means also ensvring the ciréulation
The Sunday school is the place where
of all Sunday-school
papers and among all modesty of rank and entire fraternity should
denominations.—S.
8. Workman.
prevail.
* - They have no business there who count it
Sa
a first-place opportunity to gain notice and
PRAYER
THE TEACHER'S LEVER. The take superior position.
Those should stay away who have so lithuman mind’ is an element of incalculable
tle religion as to be very sensitive and show
tendencies.
In its gathéring energies, and
:
even in its seeming tranquility, its secret it constantly.
Especially should they never be officers workings, inlaid and deep, are difficult t
describe and more difficult to control. Bent if their ears can not bear anything that apin any ore direction, intent on any one pur- proaches criticism. ‘Their place is not in
spit, what human power is dble to sway the school any more than in a choir.
The cause wants Footed people,
‘these mental energies, or guide them with
who are hearty in ad ress, noble in regard, |
any certainty, in right channels?
From the throne of the Eternal to every | ready to help others, full of the frankness
thinking soml, there is a connecting chain and Jove of that child nature which Christ
down which, as if on telegraphic wires, said they must have who would be of His
;
i
flows a power adequate to change and ¢on- Kingdom.
Particularly the chiet officer of the school
trol the troubled element.
.
should be a man too brave to be over-sensiThe prayer of the devout heart reaches
the

nation.
It manifests itself in salutations
and farewells, giving expression to. the
earnest desires of the heart.
:
The Sunday-school teacher deals with the
son, takes no heed of comnion life, never
immortal welfare of the soul. It is nota
individualizes, and seldom makes a request ; trifling responsibility that he has assumed.
fo him, God isa being to be looked at, It is but meet that he should foresee the istalked
about, and adotdd.’ The contemplat- sues and provide for the destinies of eter|
nity.
He can not shift the responsibility.
ist has wonderful visions of creation.”
Giving up his charge. will not remove 1t.
Well may he tremble as the visions of an
unending future rise before him. But he
Holiness.
need not despair. He holds in his hand the.
arm of a lever that will move the mental
The following is from the Methodist Re- universe.” I'rom ahove the voice comes, as
corder:
at
i
well as from within, pointing him to the
. Holiness—full. purpose, entire eonsecra- power of that lever, and asking him to try
or
tion,—thése are: good words, and represent its*¢ efficacy.
Seek the Lord and hiscstrength; seek
an excellent thing.’ ' A'soul at full liberty in his face continually;” “ Continue in prayChrist Jesus carries a “graceful majesty er;” “ Ask, and it shall’ be'givén
thee.”
rebellious
| wherever'it goes. Its-power is steady and When God would destroy
their “name from
radiant as the light of the sun. The sancti- Israelites, and ** blot out
under heaven,” Moses clung to this lever,
fied Christian
does riot need to announce by ‘‘and stood before him in the breach, lest
his lips that hé-is holy. . The very wording he should destroy them.”
wp
of sucha grace but; dims its luster: We
‘Be not discouraged, though clouds and
sometimes. doubt the; holiness of men who darkness hover around, tliough mountains
boast of it, who draw unkind comparisons are in thy fatwa, “I called upon the
Lord in distress; the Lord answered me,

between. ; themaelves and quieter Souls, who

In this

school).. In thousands of visits. thus made,
I do not remember a cooler treatment; yet
that preacher is considered quite a good
one, and I hope he is. But my experience
1: 1 and John 1: 1. This we found very and obsérvation for twenty years and more
interesting, and the harmony between the in the Sunday-school wo k have taught me
that very many of the preachers of Christ's
Old'and New. was wonderfully apparent.
There was, however, an ohjection to this (ydspel do not obey his injunction, ** Go,
plen, that it did mot secure a systemitic | teach” —and do we not experience now on
and thorough study of the New Testament, every hand the sad fruits of neglecting solid,
For the third year, we continued in the Old vonitant religious teaching of the young?
:
et
Testament alternately with the Acts, and —N. 8. Workman.
»
completed that book. In this way the interest in the New Testament : was better
. ¥
3
THE TEACHER'S duty to his class, in reFor the fourth year, we finishsustained.
ed the historical and prophetical payts of spect to social intercourse, is first of all te
the Old Testament, alternating with Ro- believe in it. By means of it he may gain
mans.
It cost much labor to arrange the an access to the minds of his pupils which.
course
connecting the history with the jis;never possible in the class when all are
Prophets, but, to our surprise, we found it together. Few persons, young or old, will
very interesting and profitable, as much speak out all their minds in the presence of
personal
s0 as any other part of the Old Testament. others. To pfess the claims of
Nor did we find Romans too difficult, as religion, to find out the scholar's hindranc-

then is thiq manner of going into the pul- cause it is the teachings of Christ
and thé gine of 8 power, and the medium of dirons
ow
boa
; Apostles—not simply because it" is Metho- vine communications.—S. S. Workman.
By a
—
But they did not forget their ? ¥ There are two ways ‘of going into fhe dism, but: because ‘it is: Christianity, Oh,

" a9nd be always
found (‘the stomach thicken-

before

ant the constitution of. whose mind makes
it very difficult for him to avoid argument and frequently commenced and closed his
Worldly enteyfris-.
in his prayer. He sees life as a long pro- speeches with prayer.
cess in applied logic; he devoutly. reasons
upon “the succession and inter-relation of
events.
. In Strong contrast is the
contemplatist. He knows nothing of rea-

SUNDAY-8cHOOL.

ear, 80 | Melt ashamed, and thouglgt it was dull, stupid work, and
t neglect of opportunity

we got up a course of our! own.
e had
several things in view. First we wanted
-to study the Old Testament, yet did not wish

entirely to neglect the New,

STUPID

school, of about 50 persons, a full half-hour

‘fool for starting up ‘the. aisle

e——

blood is not confined to this part of the sysThe Interior gives us a narrative of in“tem, but circulates all threughit, so that the |! terest, onc point in which, we wish to pre-

man becomes very much as the woman
* said by her husband, ‘that he was drunk
"clear through;™ he “is toddy blossomed

to compare

Rd

'

of forgiveness of injuries; of meekness, ‘of
brotherly love, and of universal benevo-

Christian Religion.
:

heart

elevated and rugged. These ulcers soon
begin to discharge the ulcerous matter into

TF Dima

you take

part, I confess

had a fair .op-

Ther kindness and

rnity contrasted
strangely with the behavior of the chapel folks.

ing over ‘all mankind.
A teather, humble
and persecuted, preaches a religion of peace,

The

In the habitual drinker, he found that the field
§o,do,—enough to occupy the atten_~ bloed vessels, that could not he seen,by the enough
naked eye, in a healthy state, were largely tion of every individual. ‘Again, all desire
distended with blood, and frequently corrod- happiness, and well-doing is the most efed with small ulcers,whicheare covered with
white erusts, with the margins ot the ulcers

poptmiity of judging.

plan has advantages for the hearer as wall Testament. We adopted the plan of study
and, looking over his shoulder as if talking as for the speaker, * In" announcing hymns ing the Old and New Testaments on alterto somebody, he said, *“ What did you say ? and chapters, you should be very careful to nate Sundays. From the Old Testament
that I am a fool for giving money just now distribute the emphasis properly,or your we selected for Humediatgjessone those paswhen I am wanting it so much ? You say effort will be a failure, In annolncing, for sages which were most striking and profitable, and which were at the same time, the
“I am a fool do you ?” .
:
instance, that.you are about to read the keys to a chapter, subject, or life, thus tak"This was said in a voice halt’ serious and second chapter of the first epistle® of, John, ing into view the whole ground. It took
half comical, and, going up to the mission- beginning at the tenth: -verse, great care’ is two years in this, way to go through the
ary, he counted out the entire twenty -dol- required ; some persons (into whose secret Peatateuch. In the New Testament we selected some: passages corresponding or relars in his pocket.
Then turning to look may you never come!) would announce it lating to that of the former week ili the
over his shoulder he exclaimed, ** There, thus: ‘ Let us read from the tenth verse of Old Testament, taking care that it should
Mr. Devil, I will teach you to hold your the second chapter of John's first epistle;’ not be a repetition of i—for example, Gen.

0

to a very morbid state before he would expe- fnany, very many inducements to engage,
rience any disagreeable effects from if.

before

For niy own.

* Praise ye the Lord, 'tis good to raise.’ I
All this was ** said, to himself." After the I have found the best plan of overcoming
discourse the people ‘were asked for money, this difficulty to be to pause for two or three’
and after a while John started up the aisle, seconds after announcing numbers,
This

of the sys-

and about one sixteenth of an inch thick. of his fellow beings. The all-wise Creator is
Dr. Wm.Sewell, who was formerly at the ‘not well pleased with such perversion of
head of Columbia Medical College, at Wash- talent. The same may, with equal proprieington, has disseeted hundreds of persons, ty, be said of the man of pleasure. But
who died in the various stages of intemper- this is not, however, the case with all. - A few
ance, and we gather many facts from his have realized the obligations, under which
observations.
The first effect upon the rthey are to improve their talents, and ‘labor
stomach, is to produce similar effects as up- for the common good. Such are highly esonthe eye and mouth, except the "painful teemed for their good works. Their names
effect. You can bear hot tea in ybur stom- will vot sink into oblivion, but will long
. ach, that you can not in your mouth.
Its shine with luster.
We might, for example;

the blood-vessels, and produce high inflam-

not.enough, I'll

so much that he said, “He shpll have five

all organic’ vegetable take these matters into serious: consideraalkalies?
Why not drink nitric acid, =sul- tion; for the principal objects sought are
- phurie acid, cloroform, oil of vitriol or ker- the pleasures of the world. Selfishness apnsene ? The healthy system needs the one pears to be the rulicg motive to action.

first effect is to

your breath?

give two 1” A moying'appeal Souched him

camphor, rosin, and

as much as the other.

‘the first verse

| way

and Jobn said to himself, I will give him
a dollar,” A very pleasant anecdote led

and, when almost

internal system are all of the same material,
es the lining of the stomach,

a

Ca

A little incident occurred about this time.

the tears commence running for the pur?
pose of driving out the aléohol; and this is
the almost instant action of every part of
the system, to drive out this fpe to health.
If you repeat this experiment a few times;
you will entirely destroy the eye. It proreasoners, eminent in arts, in sciences, and
duces this effect because it is a poison to the
armed with sovereign power. What an unsystem, Now repeat this‘experiment upon
same effect
“small veins
gested with
Now you

A

absent, so we may not have

and

sudden death, by coagulating the albumen
of the blood.® When a person has taken a
sufficient potion of alcohol to affect him, he .sérvation of the able anatomist and surgeon,

that

3

-

*

to a difficulty in giving out numbers, aris
people, and some curious. things take place ing from the change ‘of voice which should
organic affections ; and it may ‘be asserted’ in thejr meetings. John did a curious thing often be made from the tore in which it is
Arranging S. 8. Lessons. with confidence, that no one who indulges one night in a missionary meeting. A mis- properto announce the number to the tone
Oe
habitually in the use of alcoholic drinks, sionary had laid his cgse before the people, appropriate to the sentiment of the hymn.
Of course every man likes his own chilwhether in the form of wine, or more av- and John was greatly interested.
He had ‘ For example, in a large place of worship, dren best, and becauSe ‘they are his own.’
dent spirits, possesses a healthy stomach.”
just twenty ‘dollars in his pocket in sphall it may be necessaryto say five-hundred and Perhaps, too, we are apt to talk about
Shall not the experience and actual ‘ob: bills. The missionary spoke.a lijtle while ninety-five very loudly, but it might be them more than we ought. Yet it is good

‘coats,

says,—* ‘Concentrated alcohol acts as a poi-

_ fies the science

money I”

tification, a thickening and induration of its "These Methodists are not,so precise as some

"ITS: NATURE AND EFFECTS.
. Alcohol as. a poison.
Prof. :Regnault

.
a

ovafp

a

a
wey

4.

To

ASA

vy
ii,

It was a f.you “'dow’t apnommce them at 'all but
good Beying for all Christifingto : consider, Simply" -gabble them!
or if you give measure no man's holiness by what he may
ertheless true that alcohol is a poison for- sinca itis to be feared thata great many out the five- himdred - and - seventy - sixth say, but be vigilant only toward ourselves,
‘ever at war with man's nature, and in all, purchages are made by Christian people hymn or the three hundred - and - fifty - first and have abundant charity for all.
its forms and degrees of strength, produces with money that is not their own, but is hymn jin the supplement; and get half

~ @ommunieations.
Alcohol, No,

5
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We all might do good,

Where we often do i'l5
* There is always the way,

\

but the will,

att

Though it be but & word,

ora dollar, from every one, might make i
goodly amount, but a man midy add and

i

,

In spurning

Reproving wro
And treating but

multiply cyphers together for a thousand
years, and the sole product is simply 0!

oy

al rumor,

If in building a fire,

ne,
kindly

from here and there and yonder, laying
them in their proper places, you will soon

The hearts we huve won.

Wesall might do good,
Whether
lowly or great
For the deed is not gu
7

you can bring a coal,

a brand, a torch, a splinter, or a. shaving,

have a blaze; but if instead of these you
only have a spark or a black spot on the

the purse or estate ;

If it be but a sp

ver exceedingly, bright, an

Of cold watet that’s given,

Like the widow’s two mites,
It is something for heaven.

brings only wet,

me’ some

bivew

40301

7

joke,

To

reservoir. ‘The crowd was large, the long
tables were all filed, the openihg of the
proceedings had been accomplished j Milburn, the * blind preacher,’ had been led to

and

smoke,

than

pray; af, one who

préfers a newspaper or novel to Tis Bible
when at home, is not changed in. heart or
nature by stepping into a prayer-meeting,
the head & the table by the late” Wesley | or mingling with people who love the Lord.
Harpér, and had made his tasteful and gen- | Ho was dead out of meeting, and he is
:
.
tle speech, and after a short space of si- | dead when in it.
lence, ‘rap-rap! rap-rap !' resounded; and ” The way then to have a geet social meetthe clear voice of one speaker was at once ing is to have those who compose it in meeting order ‘when they are at home.
Someheard in every part of the vast edifice.
The speaker was Rev. E. H. Chapin, | times a man rises up in the morning and
the eminent Universalist clergyman. He attempts to start a fire. His wood is green,
had only just cemmenced, but warmed up | he has no kindlings, it is rainy or snowy,
as he proceeded. llis thehe was great [and uncomfortable; and he labors long and
and hie appreciation of it greater. It was | vainly, untilat length he splits 2 dry board;
at the time of the Crimean war, Sebasto- | or knocks a flour barrelin pieces, gets some
pol had fallen—the Edan had been _taken— | kindlings, and after long delay succeeds in
the combined armes had conquered.
And lighting a fire. And then it burns slowly,
in a voice like the tearing of a strong rag, for he has to evaporate a pail of water be~ with eyes flashing fire as Carlyle says of fore he can burn up an armful pf wood.
“So in a meeting, it is hard §tarting a fire
Cromwell, when he ordered his soldiers to
take away that bauble! *in those wide nos- _fvhen fuel has to be gathered, splitsthawed,
and dried, before it can

trils’of his, a kind of snort,’ he went on.
how be said

it.

One

or

two .of

his. illus-

trations, in single sentences, live in my
memory, and with ho other prompter, I
can testify to its faithfulness. Speaking of
the power of the printing press, he said:
‘1 love to hear the rumbling of the
steam power peess better than the rattle
and the roarof artillery. It is silently at« tacking and vanquishing the Malakoffs of
vice and the Redans of ‘evil; and .its
parallels and approaches can not

be

resist-

enthusiastic

responses

these

fervent

But

Mr.

- Beecher

- knew

better,

the

long

fe

waving

locks back of his ears, and with the unmistakable ¢ Galfax smile,’ as it is now called,

said—or at least in words to. that effect :
«I know what my faith is on this occasion. After the profoundly eloquent remarks- of the reverend brother who has
just preceded ‘me, what could I'say that
ou would care to listen to? He has finvoice still fills
shed, ‘but his resounding

this vast building, and in trying
anything after him, I am reminded

to say

of an ex-

periment [ made when a boy to ride behind

two other boys astride a lean, bare backed
horse. I see you anticipate the result,
You are right. Islid off over the crapper!

feat ‘again, with

I would n't like to try that

* 50 many looking on as there are here!’
After a few remarks in the same pleas.
ant vein, Mr. Beecher sat down, amidst
Yuen applause, but with a very :perceptie appreciation by the audience of the pery fect truth of his fanciful and characteristic

illustration.

i

Ld

Yet no one of his thrée thousand delighted auditors in Plymouth Church have
ever since seen him sliding

over

of a bare-backed..horse, whoever
-

fore him!”

1)

Syp
B
EEE RL

i

meetings,

feeling, life, and

-

and

often query what Yo do to awaken

fervor,

Christians

terest in such religious exercises.

fresh inVarious

expedients are devised, special services are

Fad

hold, evangelists are called fo labor, and
every effort is. made to stir the people up.

Sometimes the church is awakened, sometimes not; some never wake unless there

is teoyble

in the church,~then

they

are

wide awake, but soon relapsé again into si-

lence and info death,
.
The cause of a lack of religious interest
in meetings

9 in the

it was after

evening, he told a friend to. step out and invite them into the nearest

3.

isa lack of religious

interest

out of meetings. It is trud'a meeting may
be badly led and managed, and its-freedom
* abridged and impaired; so that those who
come filled with love and zeal are hindered
from the enjoyment of spiritual worship by

one,

other

some

means

‘well

on as a reason why ahy other

one of the * -

*
,

©

THOMAS TUTTLE,

AM, Dy President,

See’,

8. TASKE

.

HL Way 10, 1671;

more than

filled

to

“hive,

and

pastor's

wife

“

:
‘
not angels, must do it. It would be just

changes

to be

the

statements

and

made,

dare

and

loaf

away

about

your

and die,

the

:

are invaluable.

He

bears it.

2m33

seems. to proval of a life of usefulness,

and

A

of Lebanon

ud

ain

GRANT
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ACRES
Grazing

\

.
:

and healthy climate, and

unsurpassed by

any in the United Statés.

C4

a

;

Prides ‘range

from

$2

to $10

Acre.

Fer

Homestesds for actual Settlers. ;

will com-

continue

and

%n the

FOR SALE, for cash or long credit.

These lands are in amild

2,500,000 Acres of Government Land between
Omaha and North Platte, open foreentry as HOMESTEADS ONLY.
’

eleven

SOLDIERS
ARE

FREE

DIRECT

|

OF THE
ENTITLED

LATE
TO

WAR

A

HOMESTEAD OF 160 ACRES
within Railroad limits, equaltoa

*

TUITIONS.
4
Primary Course, *
:
4.
Common English,
.
mug
Higher English,
.
- 6.
Lan,
88, .%.
*i,r
el
An
ll |
Pentnanship, (19 16ssons)
- 8,00
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)

hat GOD 18 LOVE,

LAND

for grain-growing and stock-raising,

Miss A.V. HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.

:

THE

ands on the line of the road,

NOW

weeks under the following instructors:
*
¥
A N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss. H: L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
“of Instrumental Music.
MRS. K.J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
» Mr. T. A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and
Musie.
.

with

CF

n Platte Valley
the Great
State of Nebraska,i

will com*

0. E. BAKER.

Academy
and

LINE

3.000,000 Acre# of Choice Farming

Li

Fall Term

>

THE

Best Farming and Mineral Lands in America.

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
The

Free Homes?!

Farms!

OF THE

we

mence on Tuesday, August 29,

13w30

G, F. WHITNEY & CO., Lexington, Mass.

12,000,000

seme

Rev.
]

F.W. RYDER &

J

UNION: PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Instruction will be given’

Address,

©

It Oils, Blacks, Polishes and Soaps at
the same time. For sale by Harness
Makers. Grocers, and Druggists everywhere, Manufactured by

.

institution

this

druggists have it.

ON

WILTON SEMINARY. .

with

All wholesale

Cheap

This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa
is
commences its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5.
soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,
and additional teachers and facilities will ve furnished, it is expected, by the commencement ofi.next
term. A Commercial department has been opened
connection

Tryft, use nothing .else, and you will be empred.

12w3{

logue or further information, the Principal.
Waterbury Center, Vt., August 2, 1871.

in

Liniment,

| (STEAM REFINED.)

wood and lights, $3.00. Suitable rooms can be obtained for self-boarding. Address for circular, cata-

mence at the same date.

af

Whitney's Negts Foot Harness Soap.

in music, instrumental and vocal.
Board ing and rooms for self-boarding, will be furnished at low rates. Moderate terms throughout.

verse

you.

‘Board in good families, including

Gia

Soule’s

‘BON, Proprietors, Boston.

Troy, N. Y.

THe FALL TERM of this Institution begins Augus

stables

.

belief.

t|
Moores, A. B., Principal, assisted by a full board of competent Teachers.
Classe 8
oth sexes.
omplete courses of 8
tox
mental Music, Painting
formed in Vocal and Ins

J and Penmanship.

& CO.

MASS,

| Lt is the ONLY SURE CURE for that dreadful disease, SCI~
ATICA. For sale by Druggists, pricé 75c and $150 per
bottle. 1f your druggist has none, ask him to get it for

29, under the charge of C. A,

4

4

Bishop

SEMINARY.

MOUNTAEN

;

a revoInvented by the late BISHOP SOULE, is creating
lution in the cure of SCIATICA, RHEUMATISM,
NEURAL~
GIA, KIDNEY and SPINAL COMPLAINTS, SORE Fusoar,
SPRAINE, &c. The cures effected by itare almost beyon

The Fall Term will begin on Tueiday, Sept, 5, a
or
of instruction.
Courses of stud
8% a full boa
Se¢.
1: W. SANBORN,
bo h dexes complete. .
Lyndon, Yt,, Aug. 187}

GREEN

BOSTON,

-

LYNDON INSTITUTION.

corners,

have

§

¢

Messrs. D. LOTHROP

FEMALE SEMINARY.

WILLARD,

ALL

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

A.M. Joxes, =.

H,

FOR

Freewill Baptist Publications,

The

This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
of over 50 years of successful operation.
¢
Kvery facility is provided for a thorough course o
usefnl anid ornamental education, under the direction
of a.corps of more than 20 professors and teachers.

‘Where Thou, Almighty One, dost move;

lives. with a sweet ap-

AND

Lewiston, July 2. 1871.

an African Missionary who died in January
:

SACRED MELODIES,

3

schools where so many kinds of work are done.

Trust.

last:

Also, for the NEW EDITION of the ,

three Assist

students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
nglish Grammar, Arithmetic
languages, also in®
, Ancient ‘History, ‘Algebra an
-| Ancient Geograp
is given to reading,
attention
Specidl
Geometry.
declamation, composition; Greek and Latin poetry,

Scholar.

favorite

BY MRS: MARY LATHAM CLARK,

4

JOHN

7

WONDBREUL WORKS OF JESUS,

.

v

A. B . Principal, with

For circulars, apply to

uy

NEW QUESTION BOOK,

being composed of only one department, a thorough
ness in doing their-work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is notwordinarily found in

" TROY

-

ORDERS FOR THE

The speeial work of this gchool is to fit students foy
College, and it is open for both sexes. The schoo

Go Home.—8.

:

N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1871.

21st, and

§ugust

?

.

ants:

your business, and then,

8S.

Prmeipal.
formation furnished gn application to t
A
M. BE. SWEAT, Sec.'

*

L.G. JORDAN;

business ; attend to

But I can always, always say,

who

to board themselves.
:
*
Board at the Boarding house and in good families
for $3 00. Wood and lights extra.
Any
further in-

Pringipal,

Tuition $25.00 a year.

:

The anfiexed was a

The burden is always on his heart.

Yet this burden is not

- Dec. 11
. March 27, 1872

r28.

Monday, June 24.

:

SCHOOL.

Monday,

Tuesday, Nove

«

. Languages
rps
Musie
Use of Instrument
Penmanghip
4
ii
, $1.50.
Suitable rooms can be obtainad by those who wish

.» SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
}
.
closes Friday, March 22.
SUMMER TERM begins’ Monday, April 1, and closes

and the saloons.

'

of

how am I straizhtened till ite’ accomplished.”

-*

Aug. 22

' High English .

scanning, &c. &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advant”
students of a ‘higher rank
ages of association
wi
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions

time at the

When you are from home

if need be, for the Master. Unfinished
work lies at his door wath every sitting

down.

.

LATIN

TERM beginsy

FALL

closes

life is

A Obristian

one steady effortto: do,

streets, and

ond idle

of lading coming in
every incoming toil
happy and rich and
taxes to be. paid, ex-

rendered.

stewardship

of this

Aug. 28

-

'-

NICHOLS

But this can not be if you lounge about

pect another to do our Christian work.

bills
with
he is
are

ye. ar

Send for circular.
J. 8. GARDINER,
Whitestown,N. Y., July 25, 1871. *

thing readyto slip the cable, ‘and fly before
the wind when the word comes to go.

as reasonable for us to expect ‘angels to do
as: to expect
our field or kitchen work,
them to do our Christian work, ' We might
as well contract our breathing to. another

*. There are rich
for the Christian,
of thought, and
full. But there

The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,

and continue eleven weeks.
:
¥' ANS
" M. K. MABREY, Principal.
who will spend his entire time and energiesin and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Dup
ent assigned
them, A course of lectures of general interest will
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on anatomy and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M: D,
.
Terms Prima
Common English

Terms moderate.

Go Home, Boys !

men,

Christian

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY

SEMINARY.

-

SPRING TERM,»

of or-

should stretch herself beyond her measure,
—Walchman & Reflector.

painful to him

:

id

.
C. A. FARRELL,
Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., he 27, 1871,
i
“3

Li

Academical

~gy + ' =

WINTKR TERM,

the wear and tear of spirit sure to comme

“1 can not always trace the way

reached
is usual
“on

His iron will.—Everything

AE, ji

¥or farther particulars, address G., B. Files, Unity,
Mo, Nuring the month
of J uly, ii afterward, E. ky
|
gene-Wade,
Pittsfield. Me.
:
es’ Department.

.

FALL TERM,

facts

gne

church-building. | « I have a baptism to be baptized with, and

It was soon filled, and Spurgeon
an entirely new sermon with all
vigor,

ed;

BOUNTY

OF

$400.

Send for the new edition of descriptive pamphlet,
with new maps, mailed free everywhere, Address
:
LJ
O.F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner, U. P. R. R. Co.
w
OMAHA, NEA.
3m36

*

i

03:2
Tabernacle,
p
To be a Christian does not mean the far2,00
Use of instrument, N AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
Varieties.
’
| * An‘excellent opportunity will be given those deHe (designed it—raised the money, and de- thest emigration from earth’ and its society.
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation.
are,
you
where!
till
siring
a
complete
course
of
music,
either
upon
the
just
tested by Scientific Theories of his Jug and Anti.
But a busy, - pute -Jife‘clared it never should be .given to God
teacher
of
large
exclerience
Pianoforte
or
Organ,
by
|
which
uity.
By JosepnP. THOMPSON,
Bb. D., L
'
you
His, College, 1t does not imply any: change in.
every- shilling was paid.
Jeach Thorough
‘Our greatest glory is ot in never falling, from ‘Massachusetts, uhlifled
ne vol., dame Price, $1, Will be sent prepaid by
}
on
Wapstati
to
te
ing
immedia
an;
prepar
are
demand
i
ular
or
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men
Music,
7
should
young
Bass.
100
where
but risifig every time we fall.—Confucius.
|, Bass. § attention given fo tHose preparing for post, on receipt of'price, by
in human quality. from
ings
BUmLaNg awn, .
preach, his Orphan Honse, his. Mission but simply a change
86
%
DOVER, N. H.
late
-’
We
ought
not
to
judge
of
“men’s,
merits
|
College,
contemp
ot’
will.
does
his
and
of
ad hgh
Schools—all indicate the force
BOARD,

He built the

bend before him.

but'by the use they
the our rémoval until’ the work is'dotie’ where. By their qualifications,
~ 4. His cheerfulness.—He mingles with He
You are. To bea Christian does net imply ‘minke of they <=Oharron. . 4" J
and is a joyful, cheerful man.
A vein of that some ane. great act mush
redeem the Pret hint Hitt Who' praises’ fll, “him Teks
spreads sunshine in his path,
ve may
sermons.
pension us forever.

Good Board may be obtained in privite families

cheerful wit is often seen in his
5. His

every

earnestness - strikes

one.

past, and then
not have been chat of Rio gréit deeds

who'cengures
all, ‘and him

is members work.

They all work,

the bread

broken from,

our,

ones, wate ing for the

are mourning

before the world,—Rochefoucandts.,

inonths,

gays that tor six

there were
baptism.

every

persons added to his church by
Oh, for more of that consecra-

tion to Christ, which

has so

distinguished

this servant of God !—Chris. Press.

Life ——pr
in Christ.

Reader,

have you

ever

empty of

tean

awakened

object

!
fe
HI
il 8
other?
to look
streams, no rivers, Drought at the sources : “There are those who seem esnever
and
sdrought all the way down the stream. And deeply into the solgmn realiti of life,
.

its, on

as jthe
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‘which’

of
at

Also a competent

SEMINARY,

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.
~

Do

with

agency, local or traveling,

you want an

N

a

our new.
to $20 per day selling
hunts to make
or=
[Ti
7strand White Wire Clothes Lines? risk.
ress
le frees there is no
ever;
130 Maiden
Wire Works,
‘once Hudson River
Jat
ater St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,
, oorsw
* 12ml7 +
.
:
Chicago, 11,

Clefgymen. Superintendents

Pres. of Board.

Messrs. I. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,

4 begins

Monday,

August

whose Stock is one of the LARGEST and BEST Se. =

21, and

A. M., Principal,

Music

lected in the United. States.
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CHURGH CUSHIONS.

We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions’.
stuffed with PATENT EIASTIC SPONGE,
It 1s cheap-

%

Teacher will be engaged be-

er than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length of

time, and 18 proof against MOTHS,

.

*

-

‘We can refer to Wore than one hundred churches that
fore the term begins.
ExPENSES. Board, including room and washing, are using the * Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We invite infrom $2.75 to $3 60 per week. I well regulated clubs,
vestigation,
and willbe pleased to send circular referring
of which there are several in BUCCOBS! 1 operation, to Chufrches that are nsing our Cushions,
the expense varies from $1.75 tc » $2.96. Students de.
HALEY, MORSE & CO, ,
;
themselves will find convenient
sirong of hoard!
411 Washington Street, Boston,
opportunity. Students will providetheir own sheets,
pillow-cases and toweth
Sole Agents for New England for the sale of PATENT
TUITION. from $5.00 to $6.50 Jer term. Beveral
Wows
.
.
a Sommeteial De
ELASTIC SPONGE.
years ago the Trustees introduced
8
very
successful.
partment, which, has béen
Scientific and Agricultural | =
now proposed to add
be open
wi
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,
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’
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moralize fafber ‘the manner ‘of thir

but, tate. fcts, and leave my

or less ; Rooms “for soit:

Miss T. A, R. Dow, Miss Alice I. Libby,
Miss L. D. Moore,
AP. Shattuck,
H. M. Willward.

by

for ‘churches, Acade:

mies, Kactories, eto.
more have been made

Tr

J. N. Rand, A. M.,
Ww. E. C. Rich, A. B.,

Tho Meneely Bell. Foundery. =
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Music)

ons during this term to stu.
ng
WM. REED, Sec.
8, 1871.
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week
onhinuesA.B.ton MESERVEY,

up into a flower,—S8igourchance, springs
| ney.

my pen'in; behalf of a class. of
e 100
whose cares are not sufficiently

1

"NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

word of kinddess is seldom spoken in vain.

i
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M. E, SHEPARD,

I...
i

Special

Board

FITCH'S Family Physician,
96
sent by
mail,
free. Teaches how to cure
of the
on, skin, hair, eyes, complex
to 714 Broadway, New York,
vd.

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

age . as
as well

dropped

00;

N.S. 8.
ages,
ali diseases
ion. Write

and all Buyers of
Pike, Wy oming County, N.Y, will open August
22, 1871. A Commercial College will be opened in con.
which will be taught, by compe- |
nection with ity
tent practical teachers, tho se branches which a re
te send
put
in
such
Colleges.
will find it for the advantage of their Schools
usual
‘
:
A
For particulars see Circulars. = '
all orders direct to

the altar of truth.—

It is a seed, which, even when

B..

PIKE

bring-

Berkeley.
7%
4
Witty sayings are as easily lost as the
pearls slippiug off a broken string; but a

to the

is a deeper and more wide-spread trouble
felt the thrilling consciousness of’ power,
_to be remedied.
:
ws
yearning,
far-reaching
The difficulty is ersonal; it is'a-secret; and that ingohse,
and general lack of spiritual life, power, which comes'tvith the thought of life's great
of
and blessing. 1t is like the cause of rivers possibilities §, Have you ever thought dent
running low in times of drought,—not a dif- the fact, that your life is as indepen
in the night
ficultyan the channel or in the water, but & and solitary as one of the stars closest
1 take u
.com‘drying up of the.ten thousand little springs, firgament, even when in the
SONS W,
this,
falt
ever
you
Have
P
hip
panions
and brooks, and rivulets, which
gush and
af-sgul binted, and
on,
desolati
or
sorrow
some
in
when
“trickle among a thousand distant hills,
ou have found how impossible it was to
If there areno springs, there are no rivuattampt to
uild a bridge from your soul to that of an- clergymen,
lets; if no rivulets, no rills; if norills, no

“brooks; if no brooks,no streams;if no

‘knowledge, must dedicate his
well as his youth the latter growth

i

instrument,

Ridgeville,
1geville, Ind.,Ind. July

Ly
“a narrow way to the end.—Cecil.
He that would make a real progress in

There

use of,

dents Proparing for oh

He must expect to bé wretched who pays
to beauty, riches, or politeness that regard
which only virtue and piety can claim.—
i
Johnson.
Many people labor to! make thé narrow
way wider.
They may dig a path into the
broad way ; but the way to life must remain

condemned by others, standing by us, waitave

fact of living—not to the mere perception
exist,
the presence of evil and the misdirection of of an outer world, and of yourself as greatthe
of
realization
a
to
it—but
:they rest from their labors”? ** over there.
in
“ing
there
unspiritual men ; but very frequently
ness and grandeur of life # Have you ever

+N.

eth men’s minds to religion.— Lord” Bacon.

ones by ti

may be a cross “at the foot of some

;

depth in philosophy

$1.50 oe Tony

week ;*Board in clubs,800
§

men’s minds
A little philosophy. inclineth,

to atheism ; but
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Boarding at reAsonibio Fates

happiness, a
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ectation of future, fayors igestion.—
Walpole.

th

not in glaring lings upon the rock.

1.

hard heart, and good

“No

how

1;

wishing to board, themselves.
1 JORIN'H.
b

Sh

. The gratitudeof the wogld is-but: the ex-

l, licans, to be mingled with: and, instructed
Re in this hive. ‘This is not a hospita
n in the way of life;
commo
his
among
are
but a vineyard,”
. they, but oh,
sayings. Rev. Mr. Magee, of this city, less, great, Gop gouls have
Thursday,

«0d

{ "Perféct valor consists’ in doitg; without
witnesses all we shouldhe capable
of doing

There are
6. His theme.—Christ and him crucified
he
is the inexhaustible subject. on which
want to ‘have
!be
fed, who
‘preaches. Tt has been called the *¢ old, old hungry onesto
story,” but it is ever new and always inter‘
;
8
.
esting.
Spurgeon's . SuCCess 18 a wonder to men,

ledst who id" in- |

different about alli==Lavater.. » 1,1

at

$3,00 per week or Sleasan rooms furnished to those

people,

rump

.

frequently lack

warmth,

Although

LBERT R. aE

Science.

Institution is as follows:

der, neatness, condort and Bhristian cheer-«
fulness ; keeping herhusband strongto labor, and triining up her children for the
Master. Much more should not be attempt-

ao. pe, C
scenes
busybikin.

Social Meetings.
Social

to the

:
highest and noblest purpose.
2. His body.—Strong, robust, unwearied.
He endures an incredible amount of labor.
Ile is strong and, vigorous as ever. When
visiting Scotland a few years since, tlie
Jargest hall could not . contain the people
He was told
who flocked to hearhim.
there were 3,000 people outside who could
not get in”

any

her disposal, to make her home

bless] and expect fo live by their effort, as to ex-

(God that such a voice is consecrated

E,

Northwood,

MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.

| WHIITESTHOWN

chureh committees, as that mentioned by
“Common Sense,” . . >
:
“The most that should be expected of a
pastor's wife is, with the narrow means at

who pefore we were! ‘Kyistiafid, but a multiplied
His hearers feel, * There i§ a mag
rode” be- loves my soyl. He wants to do 1 good.” host ob little. jones.) These little, wicked
hit
His whole life is consecrated to this foble
for, greate deeds,
work of saving souls.’ His philanthropy is limited our capabilities.
| equal to his.earnestness.
fb be visite

the

¥

fi | —peaentagl)

deep

may

The churchof Christ

into

OAM. Bein. Ladi
‘A.M. Prof,

Thesealendhr of the 31st

class of women in the parish. If in: any
|
| case more is possivle, let it be gratefully
accepted by the people, but never looked

3

J MCMILT AN, A

Hillsdale, Mich., July 29, 1871.

Boys, don’t. hang” round’ ‘the “corners of
ing,—hen the wind blows and the dust the streets. 'If'you have ‘anythingto do,
flies. Toil while there is honey to be gath- do it promptly, right on, then go home.
ered and cells to be._made or filled. To be Home is the place for boys.
the
a Christian does not mean a. well-chosen street corneis, and at the stables About.
they learn
church relation, with perquisites of wealth
to talk slang, and they learn to’ swear, to
to keep us there,
Nor simply fo restrain our hands from smoke tobacco, ‘and to ‘do ‘many’ other
things, which they ought not ito do. Do
wicked deeds, and océasionally’ the ex- your
business and, then go, home. If
changesof evil thoughts from: our hearts,
your
.
business
is play, play; and make a
may
However much negative good, there
be in the absence of evil; this is not Chris- business of it. I like to see boys. play
tian: life. To be a farmer, means
More than good, earnest, healthy gates.’ Tf 1 was
to sit at a well-filled hoard “and eat and the town I would give the boys a gdod
spacious playground. -1t should have plenty
drink in the ‘bosom of his ‘family.’ There of soft green grass, and trees, and fountains
are seeds to be sown, and weeds to be pulland broad space to run and jump, and to
ed. There are vinesto be trained and fruit
to be_gathered. There is. toil, and dust, play suitable plays. I woul “make it as
and sweat, between the tdble of the farmer pleasant, as lovely, agit’ could 'be, and 1
would give 'itto:the/ boys: to play in, and
‘and the garner'of his grain. Ttis more to when the play was ended I would tell them
tad'bills:of
receive’
be a merchant than ‘to
to Go Home,
*
ing; and compliments for fine stocks. There
For when boys hang round the street corare sales to be. made and bills to be paid.
There are hours of anxious toil between the ners and the stablés, ‘they get slouchy, and
listless.
Of all things, I dislikea listless
purchase and the pay.
IE
boy or girl. I would haye a hundred boys like
but
“plEnty,
of
table
has’its'
life
{Christian
a hundred yachts, with every spar straight
it has its ‘fields of ‘trials, too. = Seeds must
be sown and weeds pulled in this field; and and’ every rope taut, the 'deeks and sides
clean, the rigging all in order, and every
women and children, and

and he has
art of the vast Tabernacles;
een heard in a building which held 20,000

persons.

S,”

pal,or

Vocal Music.
\
OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
and Ainplo arrangements will be made for
instruction in all the departments of the College.
Catalogues sent on prplidation,
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.

invi-

given.
It means toil in the morning dew,
the hot sun at noon, and the damps of even:

in every

He can be heard

by

exceptional meannesses,on
the part of some

live from the hard toils of othérs. It means
to take an empty hive-and fill it full, and
then fill all the extra boxes which may be

inferest-

clear,

orators—musical,

SERN

J

ry

Address, for circulars or. inforfaation, the Princi-’

to board

I} resident.
ec’y.

similar to the above, facts coming “within * First class facilities are “furnished students ‘pre
the knowledge of the individual. Pastors’. paring for college, teAching, or business, in six comwives are often downright sufferers through plete departments.
The Ladies’ English and ¢ollegiate courses are specthe mistaken notions of inconsiderateness
:
of parishioners, to say nothing of such very Lally recommended.

+

Be

To be a_honey-bee
crowd

can, wherein his great strength lieth.
1. Spurgeon’s voioe is the most wonderamong

respondent, or from

’

tl)

and his power over the people continue to
Tell us, if ye
increase from year to year?

and impressive.

His wife,

We shall be glad to receive fgom our cor-

The fire of divine inspi-

Smee

ing particulars, from an intimate acquaint
ance with the great London preacher. The
question is often asked, how is it one man
can address 6,000 persons every- Sabbath,

ful

groR

for thé preSent.
Is every one in your
church kind to the pastor's wife ?
COMMON SENSE.

Te Be a Christian.

In his recent visit to Cincinnati, Dr. Armitage, of New York,

her hus-

similar nature, but I have given you enough

It is yours

Evangel.

Spurgeon’s
Power.
Ban
gave a few

life.

of ‘her. trials,” During

ration will reveal to you the mysteries of the to her from her peculiar relation, being alkingdom of Christ which is. within you.— | together beyond what comes to any other

« Peace be unto you.”— The Christan.

words created; how the people mounted
the lower ends of the taples, and stood
upon chairs and hailed the speaker with
loud and oft repeated huzzars when he had
resumed his seat.
‘
Mr. Henry Ward Beecher was the next
speaker. “You'll hear something almost
as good: now, though in a different vein,’
said my old friend, Mr. Charles Stetson,
of the Astor House, by whose ‘side I was
standing; and the dimples played backward in his. cheeks as he welcomed his
favorite pulpit orator, who was by this time
upon his legs.
;
shook his head, brushed

aims and results,

Jesus’ name the Master is with them saying,

though it is a thousand years ahead
Those who were present will remember

is

| Steaftord Genter, August 17, 1871,

tatioft of one of the deacons, spent a week
in visiting among the people before the
new pastor could, come, At the time of
settlement one week's board ‘was deducted
from the salary. I have other facts of a

to leave every. doubt and perplexity in his
care, and to rest in, the everlasting arms.
Thus living, your life will be. glorious in its

meeting there every day. Keep up the family altar; remember the -throne of grace.
Live the life of faith, everywhere and at all
times; and walking thus in the light and
power of the Spirit of God, you will be
blessed at home and blessed abroad, and
when two or three such souls are met in

ger of deadlier power, of sublimer force,
and of a suver aim, which ill hit its mark,

:

C, PEA

MRS.

birth-right. + 1t js yours to

his Spirit in. all your daily

then

brand,

SVB

LO.

called andther pastor.

hold intimate communion
with God,—so
personal a relation as. to be influenced by

jt is easy to raise a united altar fire which
shall cheer and comfort all around.
Have a
Christians! serve God at home!

ed, 1 like the click of the type in the
composing-stick of the compositor better
than the clink of the musket in the hands
of the soldier. It bears a leaden messen-

what

bartering” your

holy love, when

heart is like a glowing

every

usual.

Sor lost ho

LEH

wi

. he Trustees aim to ‘make this "school

(HEA, C >. RIDEOUT, Prin . 0 m, Department.
V. A. DRAKE, Tnstructor in’ Penmanship.
v
GEO; .B. GARDNER, Instructor in. Drawing and
Hi
.
'
Painting.
MeLVILLE
CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

vine sweetaess.
f
:
Oh, Christian, claiming - discipleship, do
you * abide in Christ ?” . If not, you are

but when

be used;

with

every soul is ‘aflame

No one who heard Mr. Chapin®on that
. occasion will ever forget what he said, or

a

thirten

ef flek Jnatovedt Gy Otho off gus Lnstztatores i
:
oug}
uction
will
be given
ranches.
Cite: nial ye fohned im Voll id BN nontai
usio,
Peheiling avd Peamans
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without expense to the churchy as a favor to
her husband. After her’ husband's death,
the church, in settling with her, deducted a
month’s salary. The same church soon after
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But the
Jesus, He is in their midst; and where He
| is, there is blessing, counsel, instruction, life,
two or three ” ter into temptation,
A correspondent of the N, ¥. Evening and consolation. But when
of the evil.
/
Post, writing of Pulpit Eloquence, and of backsliders, hypocrites, dead heads, and ance
There are ‘mang professing Christians
dead hearts, who have nothing, do nothing,
Chapin and Beecher as orators, says:
feel nothing, and know nothing of the pow- who seem to have! little ‘conception of the
er and grace and work of Jesus Christ, meet higher spiritual life, ‘They are content with
‘* Perhaps energy of manner, even more
than felicity of conception and force of ex- together in the name of self or sect, or par- a weak faith and a weaker love. If the life
‘pression, lies at the foundation of all: ty, they are no better than when apart,— they live be that of true discipleship, it
true eloquence—pulpit eloquence or any nay, they are not as well,—one of them would be hard to find the dividing line beRe- other, I was once present when two emi- alone is bad enough,—two are worse, and tween Christianity and the world
ligion to them instead of being a vitalizing
nent clergymen were brought together, a hundred are worse yet.
It takes good people to have good meet- principle governing every thought and acand both addressed a great assemblage,
;
one after the other. I had never heard ings. Christidns who serve God at home tion, is a mere Sunday garb.
have little difficulty in worshiping Him | How different 1s this - from the r#ligion
either of the two before,
:
If Christianity is any«
The occasion was the frational publishers when assembled. But men who live in sin taught by Christ.
and
booksellers’ dinner,
given
in the at home are not changed by going to thing it is everything, and should. permeCrystal Palace, adjoining the lower Croton church. A man who would rather taliyand ate the whole life with its blessed and di-
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union of the soul with
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“While this is so, we very improperly sneer
at true men of science,
That will not do.

© There are some things which we can very
properly learn outside of the Bible. There
are also some things outside of the lids of
the Bible well calculatedto shed light upon
We must understand the

character

and

our.

G. W. Howe, of Me.,

Rev.I1. D. Stewart, of N.

and wise perseverance in the workin which
we are engaged.
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stantly trying new
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ress and development,
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Every man

of deeds.

what he means.

makes it. ‘‘ He
strai gate.”

and a “strong pull” now and thén
.
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doubtful tendency, but ‘the
diligent

rich.”

“The

is of
hand”

to

success,—patience

In whatever employment, profesoy
enterprise men engage this“3 is the

forts.

To

the disappointment so overwhelming

“The husbandman waiteth for the

one whose success lies in the

Whittier’s tribute

scaffold,

his nobility

is a failure. * This is wrgng.

and

whole should be made a success,
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The Pulpit.
—

v

SOP

« Wher a sermon is made, we

that

oi

"

have

[]

occa-

sion for the pulpit as the place of its deliv-

erance. It has beén wrought in seeret, and
now it comes forth to the light from the
pulpit, on which everything depends,—its
appearance, its character, its usefulness.

Every word has its destiny.

It is sent on a

mission fraught With eternal consequences,
—** the. savor of life unto life,or of death unto death.” How far the pulpit is responsible for the differencé of result,is a question
of vital interest,not s easily answered. We

will'eall your attention .

'

1. To THE AUTHORITY OF THE PULPIT.
God calls the true minister to occupy the
pulpit, and then act for him. It is not his

However
and our

be madeto con-

throne of power, where he is to lord it over

not a failure to him who

has a safe tenure

tant sense—above the throne of princes. In
Christ's stead he addresses the sinner ut-

tribute to it, by leading us to higher aspira- God's heritage, nor the place for the exhibitions,and to a better life, and to" make full tion of pomp, display or’ personal pride;
preparation for the life to come. Life is nevertheless it is a throne, in an impor-

characters.

There was

his stalwart power, mastering

the opposi-

CaraMity.

as.ounding ' than

it

otherwise

would

of the other.

Then

a I an a her ie ing
i

should be resorted to by all who

anticipate

the King full in the face and exclaimed
with electric power,~*‘ Thou art the man.”

success. In the first place there should Je
a definite
I
:

there was
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The effect was overwhelming.

:
ed the pulpit and given it its authority
,

ttn

Ime the* I0

forces and with this spirit, we need not fear

nor be anxious ‘over our fate,

We

areE ; ia Jon

.
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]
man has
a right to expect success; and,

considering the obstacles to be overcome

shall live, because we carry immortal forces ; and the efforts fo be made, there must be.

quickening

'

atmosphere, and ‘fructifying it | cis

symmer.sun.

:

religion, admitting some moral questions

that will in no way touch his interests. It
must not say anything about pplitics as

No man can be n Christian without

or moral introduced for
must be let alone in the

pqlitical action
pulpit—it will

intending to be, any more than he can be a
i& motlomwasimade and carried’ that He lawyer, a physician or a mechanic, He can ‘cause offencé. - On this principle profanity,
Conference request a copy of the sermon for not go to heaven without a purpose to go, licentiousness, falsehood: mnd frapd
would
-publication,
but Dr. Day declined, , to far- any more than he can go to Europe or Cal- be excluded, “The pulpit must s ay ‘nothing
‘nish it, saying that it had neve been writ- ifornfa, Action implies will. He must about politics, morality or re on, they are
tem, bic Spidey the labor ofrepro- choose {howay and pursue it. THis leads so intimately connuectedas [: as right and
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The man is an

idiot-who does not know that human icter-

|

ests largely depend upon the enforcement of
the Jaws; and the mar is a knave who
knows this and yet opposes the enfdrcement
of the Jaws.
The time is near at hand

when

even idiots will

will

confess

that

perceive.and knaves
you,

\

rected ; or if there

terri

than a hundred

call themselves

thou-

ton has already.subscribed more than $200,.

had not

been a bar too

gentlemen, and Christians,

reach us at one thousand miles distant, may

have been somewhat exaggerated, but mak-

ing all due allowance for the excitement
the occasion,the scene must

ly appalling.

have been

of
tru-,

The vast amount of property

ddstroyed, is, perhaps, the least part of the
terrible calamity that has befallen the commercial metropolis of the West,—men of affluence reduced in a few brief hours to penury and want, and thousands and tens of
thousands houseless and homeless, in a des-

titute and starving condition. It is an hour
of sadness and sorrow to the whole land.
And it is feared that many lives have been
lost in this terrible calamity. How many it
may never be known, or whether prepared
or unprepared. The amount of suffering
and anxiety attending this scene of destruc-

member

forbearance for themselves; careless of what

that the da}

against

the day

of adversity is set.

of prosperity.

Chicago
“New York, Cincinati, St. Louis,
And
Portland, Dover and many other places are is it not fresh in everybody's mind how, has. had a wonderful growth, has been
nobly respending to the call. Railroads within two short months, Judg® Hilton, [ the price and glory of the west; and may
are carrying the confpibutions free, and | Who but a listle while ago stepped down have exulted in her prosperity, ascribing
everything is being dgne that can be, to Ye- from the bench, and is now the confidential her wonderful success to her wisdom and
enterprise,and to some extent have forgotten
lieve the sufferers. ide
Many are leaving for adviser of the greatest merchant in New
the country wherever they may have | York, and whom
that
prosperity, cometh from God. Not that
the Evening Post talks of
friends.
as areformer, after acting in conjunction Chicago was worse in this respect than
Fires
her neighbors, but such is the .depravi-.
have been raging in Michigan, | With these men for a year,
coolly spent an
Wisconsin and several oth r Western states, evening persuading the editor of a religious ty and pride of the human heart, that we
destroying villages, lumbet.crops, animals paper that the members of the Ring were are prone to forget whence our prosperity
and also human life. It has been so very respectable persons who had grown rich by comes, and to say ‘“Is not this great Baby:
dry there that nothing could check the |* speculating in real estate?” 1s it not lon that I have built.” = In this calamity we learn the folly of layflames until the rains. Detroit raised $5000 | fresh, too, in everybody's recollecti
on that
ing up treasures on earth,and trusting in
for the relief of the sufferers of that state, | When Connolly, the Comptroller, wlio
has. earthly possessions. How much
better, if
Were it not for the more appalling calam- been for three years
in frauds and blessed with wealth, to
ity at Chicago, here we could have found a | embezzlement, found engaged
distribut
e
liberally
that his deliberate and
to aid seminaries of learning, and spread
field for our sympathies dnd-benefactions, | Wnlawful refusal to publish his aceounts
for | the
knowledge of Christ, and relieve the’
As it is, Chicago must be relieved and the | ® Whole Jealr was, rousing public
attention wants of suffering humanity, than to hoard
otliers.ou ght not to be forgotten.
and likely to lead to scrutiny, and wanted to
it up to see it'take to itself wings of flame
The best that can be done, the sick and | 8 himself whitewashed and Ais delinquenand fly awuy. How wise the instruction of
infirm will suffer “and perhaps die.
Such cy covered up, he went, not to-“Tombs law- Christ,
*‘Lay not up far yourselves treashardships
tist be endured will in some [YTS OF brother politicians, butto four
or ures on carth where moth apd ust doth
cases have a life-long effect upon the five of the leading bankers
and ‘merchants -corrupt,
” ‘or where: flames devour or flodds
healthy.
:
:
of New York, and that. they, did what he
olor flow. Hol
became of the rest of the community.

A sad feature of the event is the degree | Vanted mot only

is
As one has said: '* It is: too soon
to compute
the ‘measurement of the: ‘disaster
to

without hesitation, but

sumed in this great fire were sources of
comfort and joy. Thousands rejoiced in

the pleasure of home. But alas! in’ a fow
short hours they have seen them, heaps of
smoldering ruins.. But there is a house
not made with hands, eternal in the heayensyan everlasting ‘home for all the fol-

lowers of the Lamb. Have we secured an
ifiterest in that home ? Is our treasure laid

Observation limited,
y
“And now whateve want country Republi-:

!
been laid waste by the score,
acres burned | of°

over by the hundred, buildings small ad
great destroyed by the thousand, and indi-

iduals impoverish
impoverished
. | viduals
ed byb tens of thousands.

purification in this

city and

State, con-|

isso Soe ork Souraptian; ye
representative here, ‘the Collestor hr

:

— oy a

Tas

up in heaven?

than had been supposed—and the same remark, in fact, may be made of the whole

business

situation.

We

able and successful.”

:

recomnt these im.

proved elements of the .exigeney, not to =U, 8. LAW ‘AGAI
NST PoLyaAMy, is “an
slacken any efforts at relief now going for- | act
to punish and prevent the practice of
ward,—for all these, and more, too, will be Polygam
y in the Territories of the United

needed, —but. in ordento got a fair view of | States? The
fist section has the following:
the case just as it is. 1t is bad enough at|
‘‘Eyery'person having a hushand or wife
the best. Magnificent avenues and blocks living, who
shall marry any other person
of buildings
obliterated.

Ifs ‘lofty ware-

of our vocation?

i

tn

‘Whether married or single, in a Territory
of
the United States, or other place over which

Andare we walking worthy
g
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Dr. Graham's Inaugural.
.

:
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Bo

’

a

sey
Seki
| 1 formal
inaugurat
otheas
ion of tray
Rev. dovoiall
Dr. Graham
.
:
A large
ce was in attendance. = Rev. Dr. Cald-

| President of Hillsdale College.
audien

er, the retiring President, and President
of the Board of Trustees presided. The introductory . services were condugted by

Rev, Dr. Ball, of New York. Dr. Calder
then formally and heartily welcomed the
incoming President, and stated that he believed God had raised him up for
the posi-

tion which he was now called to ocoupy.
* President Graham's INAUGURAL, indicated
kis acceptanceof the office in a few intro-

ductory words, after which he read the fol-

lowing Scripture passage as suggestive of what was to follow i==The kingdom ofheayen is likened unto a mustard’ seed which

a man took and sowed in his fie}d, which is

indeed the least of all seeds; but when

it is

grown it is the greatest among herbs, andbe-

housés in ruins. Its hotels and theaters
cotmieth a great tree, so that the birdy of the
and churches no more. Tens of thousands the United State
‘air
come and lodge in the branclies thereof.”
s
have
exclusiye jurisdiction, | The
first partof the Inaugural was devotof citizens ‘homeless, Millionaires penni- shall be adjudged
guilty of bigamy,
less.

Business ‘paralyzed.

‘Was there

The work of upon . conviction thereof, shall be puni and -ed to the history of the College, especially
shed its early history.
From its hiunble begin i
ever such a by a fine not exceeding five hundr
ed dallars, ing at Spring Arbor: in
1844, with Dr, Teil

Ta

~~

great the folly to trast in ~
The earthly homes con-

uncertain riches.

;
Chicago. But we know enough already to cans to understand is ; that the Administrawarran
t the statement. that streets have tion, so far from contributing
tq the werk

wrong are concerned. | It is forgotten that years all gone.

yy.

You have rightly

gentlemen,
are
hold of commerce, of the bench,
among the best promoters of the highest in|g 1 bar, the ballot-box, the press, of rich
terests of this Territory and of society,”
{and poor, high and low, Those who ak :
.
.
| not actually engaged in it wink at it, or a
(no
longer shocked by it, if they do not ——Ci1icAGO FIRE AND 118 LESSONS.
The
>
.
.
NA
.
a.
[laugh over it. “Tammany
could not exist | most. startling, news,
this week, has been

| has

conflagration

and more

to the public.

indictments
been méde

(and rule if for the Jast ten years the coun- | the great fire at Chicago,
which.so large
try districts had not rezularly sent to | Part of that great and byprosperous
city,
.
:
ou
has
been
destroyed.
The
accounts,
that
Albany,
Republican
legislators
whom
the
The de-

¢
on SpHERE
II. Tae
OF “rae Purerr. Of | It ; is £ a terrible,
.
riled
,
terrible,
calamity.
”i
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or if we seem to die, it will be only thet the'| fixed purpose, or enemies will soil, docour.a
“there is no morality or religion in that.”
vital spirit within us may have a freer and agements enervate, and time oxhaust him, , The great objection is that it will, offend
wider range, brooding over the world like a | 4 je entirely fail of his anticipated re- | somebody. So'any quegtion however pure,

like a

in Utah,

known

he Nation, quoting the Committee
of
Seventy, says that it is a corruption “which

pres
]
4 death ’ A
4, daril wr his able. = 1t may allure,
ite
aim~vabut to:ma finally disapii dict id ue fhe Eo
an is |Taa
ig oy
+ chair, talking of the
hy ia
great verities of re- | Point. A definite
) n:
ure py
) He
aim,
ture plan
he same and
is differs from the prophet’s, yet
dree
Hall and Connglly,
daseis usof
it is as spe- | light
which
will reli
ha
Soe
ligion, with hills of logis and a majespy | °ssential. The nichafiio, the artist, the cific and : comprehensible,
de
PEOP
!
notwithstanding
be
|
light which
relievethatsomewhat
the dark
{ji antecedents, and has been and is conpicture.
‘It will appears
of
h that astonished those who knew teacher, the merchant, the firmer, the
less than
one- cerned
with them in thosé ‘real estate specn in store in the city has ulation
him best. On the other hand, the saintly preacher, all understand its utility.
They the variety of opinions concerning it, It is third of the
s,”
the nature of which, after. all
“Go
preach the gospel.” All must ac- been destroyed. The water
Hutchins, when sinking into’ the waters of never work by chance expectingto succeed ;
works are un. that has happened, we do not
need to exknowledge
this.
But
what
is
this"
gospel
?
injured, and gll the populated paris of the plain.
theydark valley, opening lds dying, lips to but always by rule. The same principle
We want them to understand that
Some
suppose
that
it
is
everything
in
genercity. are being sapplied—that
whisper, ** trust! trust! trust !"—aund then holds good in religion. We go to heaven
this Custom House i8' a’ machine of the
al'and nothingin particular. "As long as it enths of its territorial area. ~All is,‘thesix-seywas not, because God had taken him, is a | by rule. We must “strive lawfully”
‘bank same nature, and managed
or not
on precisely the
deals in generalities they aré satisfied. An- vaults are safe, dnd some of \the banks have
most striking illustration of the childlike- | be “‘crowmed.” Again, there must bie a
same principles, as the City Government
other
limits
the
pulpit
to
a
particular
dealready resumed busifiess, The insurance
ness of the hgart,
wit
:
PURP@SE,
ji
partmentof ideas, beyond which it must companies prove to be in a better position is managed by, Tweed; and that Murphy
Going abroadto our work with these
Without decision and determination no
(differs from Tweed simply in being Jess
never trespass. It has to do solely with
“failure

the law must be a death-blow

comprehended your duties.

be.

|T

ters the mandates of heaven, and declares
the divine sanctions, even ‘to magistrates

~
:
PLAN,
‘tion of his times, an exampleof the one.
The pulpit has its authority from him who
Who éver accomplished muéh by mere
And there was Colby, with his girlish face
gives the call.
and melting fervor, and,at the same time accidéntal, desultory efforts. A man must all the world and- He who said, * Go ye into
preach the
el to evhis restlessness in'the service. of the Master, know what he wants to do, before he at- ery creature,” &e.;he
:an
it
is
who
has
sanctionve
w
a
s
|
tempt
to
s
do
it.
If
he
jumps
Without knowexample
is

.

has married fifteen times and each offence

court some very #mportant
most of which have not yet

parcel of the general ‘corruption, is far more

of human depravity developed. ~ That| With alacrity? If we hdd the whole Ring
stealing, debauchery and incendiarism | #Tdigned at the bar of g.criminalcourt topicture, nor fail to feel its powshould prevail at such atime, presents a|™OrOW, they might, and perhaps Would,
:
.
the latter be made so; for who can endure
and kings. He is authorized to charge dark picture, but that more thari forty were |
UY -53y that they were amazed at their
own denomination, I think we the thought of a final, everlasting failure ? home upon all men their sins even
as Na- detected and received the summary punish- | ©" moderation
; and we confess, knowsome striking examples of the The very idea of success in either case, im- | than did upon David, or as Bourdaloue
did ment of death for their guflt,séems impossi- | Pg What we know, and seeing what we
which. we have ‘considered. If plies certain conditions or means indispen- upon Louis XIV, in the same ‘words, Af- ble; and we can but
Lope that it is an ex- | 5¢¢ that we are amazed at it too, and yet
not been blended, they have ex- sable to the end. These are available dnd ter depicting the sinner, Bourdaloue looked aggbration.
+ | our knowledge is small, and our range of
“ kP
upon ‘eternal life.’
oi
Both may be successes; especially should

We shall never tire of gazing

Randal! with his rugged common sense, and

a

sand are thrown out of house and home. and patriots. Why, at that shameful disMen who were rich a week ago are poor to- play of his booty which the scoundrel made
the other day at his daughter's wedding, in
day.
Ah
The Portland visitation was in July when the “gorgeous mansion” which, in the pripthe houseless were made comfortable un- cipal stréet of this great Christian city, dider tents; now the cold season is coming vides the passenger's attention with another tion and desolation, no language can deon, and those encamped on the prairie no less “gorgeous mansion”, of a noted scribe. Tt must have been simply awfiil.
must guffer with the cold, and many of abortionist; there were among the presents, | But what are-the lessons to be learned from
them perish unless liberally supplied with costly gifts froin ‘men standing in the front this sad event.
We see in this, the uncertainty of worldly
clothing. « United States tents have been rank of our com:nerce, in no social or busiprosperity
and are admonished not to boast
sent, and money, provisions and clothing ness relations with him, but who did not
dplargement, but to rehave been raised with a liberal hand. Bos- hesilate in this manner to buy the robber’s of rapid growth and

be perfect

failures should

worldly

bosom he had’ résted fo ‘the $ympathy.of

a

may

pics,

S—————y
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thousand;

So the Christian
the race that is

be a failure but a triumphant success.

many of our earthly projects fail, life on the

pressed with the work of the world's’ redemption, not forgettiyg to commend the
loving disciple andthe mother on whose

‘sted in separate

ra

J ree onetime

incurs a fine of five hundred dollars or imprisonment for five yeats, the execution of
Judge

If corruption is invading all’ classes

ble, burning over a territory of buildings a timid or too selfish to rise up against judimile long and balf a mile wide; but this, cial iniquity; or if the rich men of New
according to accounts, has swept over more York had not been more decuipied about escaping their full contribution td the piunder
territory than is occupied by all Portland,
or all of Boston,—an extent of between four than about protecting the rights of their less
and five square miles. The worst feature fortunate neighbors. Tweed would never
of it all is,"that so many. lives were lost, va- have the audacity he has if he had not been
riously estimated from’ five hundred to a flattered and caressed by milionaires who

The traveler makes his long, weary pilgrim-

he

:

fire in Portland,a few years since, was

‘age over the desert with patience, keeping

that

|

a Christian spirit and course, life can noi: 000.

they can hardly endure the reaction, and

“world has ever witnessed. It is that of the
great Master, hanging upon the cross and

2

the greatest danger of our govent-

in’ Chicago far ex- knaves from this city never found any difliceeds anything of the kind which has be- culty in bribing; or if there had not béen
fore visited this country. We. thought the judges on the bench who decided as it di-

precious

distance,

"

structive

the distance peering to the clouds, and
with long patience it is to be zeached.

her perfect work,

sometimes they can not ever rally. There
is nothing left of the recent stately, noble
ships sailing so beautifully and majestically
over the promising watets to anticipated
success, but an unsightly wreck, appalling
the heart and paralyzing effort. An incubus hangs upon them from which there is
apparently no escape. In many gases it is
so. - Completely ‘discouraged, they settle
down in the conviction not only that their
particular scheme is a failure, but that life

for the ages. You and 1 love to gaze upon
the noblest picturé of this. sort which the

they have

THE

fruit of the earth, and hath long patience for
it,” so that a successful harvest demands
patience. The husbandman is not the only

his destination in view.
is.to “run with patience

ture all, and draw a blank. The investment is so large, the collapse so sudden,and

with the eye and step of a victor, and on the
way reached out his hand from his death-cart
to kiss and puts to his bosom the child of a

have had
qualities

is where

It appliesto all our acts and is |jtie.

”

dreamby night and build air-castles by day ; and entire, wanting nothing.”
* Sucha culthey lay their plans

to Joseph Sturge paints him thus: When
old John Brown ‘went forth from his

In our

preaching

The fact is, no ment lies.

* Current Topics

that

their favorite purpose. Notwithstanding
all this outlay of material—this expenditure
of mental and physical force, how many
there are that fail of success. They ven-

or."

interdict

—

waits, holds on, and works out the problem
before us,—that suffers, but never despairs.

powers. He may be a philosopher, and
thus a master of thought.
Or he may bea
. warrior, reconstructing the geography
of a
continent in a single year, conquering
and
doing, until a nation puts on mourning
when he dies. This too isan impressive
picture. There too is maturity of age, calm,
resigned, trustful in which youth and manhood seem to be in a sense blended. This
picture is, I think ten tithes more grand
_ than either of the others. I think our times
have presented some striking examples of

upon that

would

spirit,

race is net to the

mination is a glorious success, it is reaching the land of Beulah—it is catching a
glimpse of the heavenly land. With such

each’ other.

any force,

It should be appro:
DILIGENCE.
priaty. Much depends on this; Cicero said,
Much more is accomplished by diligence “It is a great matter to know what to say,
than by spasmodic efforts. A temporary but
; to know hot to say.it is : a gréater; matearnestness in the work is not what is need- ter still.” Truth may be made
offensive by
ed somuch as a diligent earnestness. It the way in which it is put. The pulpit
can
is a “long pull and a strong pull” that ‘utter almost any thing with impuni
ty if it
brings success.
Spasms are uncertain, does it in a right manner and with a right
;

and mature them to
circumvent their enemies, surmount obstacles, combine means to ends, and compass

sesh the vislld’s feee minoring N53 Joung ex-

slave mother, he photographed

has

he must have ‘‘long patience for it.” The
student sees the top of the hill of science in

tions, speculations, pleasures, labors, is the

Weliavelyi

tothe

ness at heart

and shows that the
For this very purpose it was instituted, ang
work of death has been for years in progshall it not do it >~Why not?" Because it ress.
i
:
cs
will offend somebody ? This may be the
‘So
1t
somet
has been with men~<with
imes
case with every duty. The. argument, if it
churches—ywith government, officials, Here

progress and he | deal in knowing when and héw to speak, | The
New" York Tammany corruption restrives to enter in at the | ‘Words fitly spoken are
like apples of gold | veuls a foul blot which,if it is only
part and
in pictures of silver,”
;

P Sane and Stering its evenly prager.
This Picture 's satis, 1 Bn Sure. There
‘too is the man’ in middle life
with full-grown

prison-house

NER

in

“>
out of his course. His motto is “onward | to be excluded from" none.
+ (of society in city and country—in church
and upward,” and he lives up to it, mak-{
The whole question turns on the manner and state,our danger is truly imminent, and
ing some progress every day. The Chris- | and on the expediency. There
is a great | the sooner ave take the alarm the better,
tian who has it, means

set before him ;” and to “let patience have

Charlestown

——

and has the pul-| clothed with foliage and flowers, and then Young
under the above
Pit
no20 right
to
point
-out
the
‘duty of man [with iruit, until some transient blast reveals ‘there can hardly be any statute. From this
:
3
‘
>
escape; and as he «
in this direction as well as in every other? | the rotten

does | gainst any sin whatever.

us of heir subition’ About thio shes

this composite character.

ee

be are ordained
of God;”

He

who has it, means what he says, and

le

—

upon a “‘thing of beauty and a joy forever,” clesiastical solemnities,
sacraments, ceremoand it's beauty vanishes like a dream, and: nies, consecrations
or other contrivances "
it's joy departs. It.often goos on unnoticed while it declare
s that the act shall not inter[until at last it breaks out like a corroding fere with ‘‘the right
to worship God accardcancer, bringing to light the inveterate mal- ing to the dictates of conscie
nce.”
fady which has been for a long time doing
If the Territorial law is not sufficient,
trate is the minister of God,” who beareth | its mischievous work
within. Sometimes then the charge of bigamy; or the taking of
not the sword in vain.” ““Thd powers that | there is a fair
exteribr like the noble tree a second wife while the firstis living,
brings

up principles

and to secyre the execution

Too, is essential

18, 1871.

be successful in their schemes their anticipa-

illustrations’of

these bended characteristics.

RRL

—

within the sphere of the pulpit. As long as there is a right and wrong
about it, and we have a duty to do in the |
matter, there can be no mistake about it.
Human government, Paul informs us, is
** the ordinance of God.” and ** the magis-

swift nor the battle’ to the strong,” bitt a
man diligent in his business shall stand before kings.
Industry -opens the door ‘to
success. Then be “not slothful in business ;
fervent in spirit; serving the Lord.”
PATIENCE

tar.

Success.

childlike heart | © oof their anticipatipns and

5

R

Everywhere inna life there is: a struggle for
:

cynic oritd or “We want
success.
cism.
e want | .
sion
or
intellect
and
h

e Conven-

ee
ne
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
—
communications
x designed for publication

:

In malice,

reaps

ov demanded
EARNESTNES

of § © 5V" | maketh

“4. | should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
remittances of money, &c., should be adTH Publisher.

human race.

the: Indian’s : revenge.
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have moved away,
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y
A
D. Stewart. Rx Com; a
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Stewart,
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officers
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.
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ae
We want a rev erent adoration
, constant | business,
—a
4" “Co
assurance, of God's presence and care. Sad
"3
y
ra
:
hn
it is for us when God’s presence
seems to

and the

D.

Societies.

WEDNESDAY,

blast of their chief.
3. Let us keep cthe'l
beautiful trust of the child that flies to its
mother’s bosom in danger and feels itself
safe. Our Father can keep us, though ofther child.

and

Notwithstanding the great resort

Is also

theh

———————————

ul

asm, like Sheridan’s troopers, at the bugle’s|

keep

=e

——————————————

to society in its political relations as | secret are sapping the vitals of the body poi-

was

oy oi

Lenevolent

enthusiasm.
W hen a great project, worthy
Ch ¢
of endeavor, comes to us, let us go to it
o}
with steady purpose, but still with enthusi- |

not

I.

: Do not | tion then adjourned.

even if it does

en the mother ean
Fas
a

following

chosen, —President,
p
reas —
Rev
and Tre as,
Rev,

1. We ought not to be ashamed of having | cra’

strive tostifie it;

Tr

lesson taughtin this land of the vanity of and by impr BION fora
isonment for a foes.
aot elmer.
term not
exceedthe things that are seen and temporal? The ing five years
,”
, :
Lord be gracious unto those who are plungExceptions ave fnade of those who have
ed into this bitter trial.
:
been divorced, &e.
SiN i.
The second section repeals certain speci| not limited to any single moral question,
——CoORrRRrUPTION.
Corruption is a bane fied acts of the Territory of
Utah and snbut they embrace every question that per- that contami
nates and destroys whateyer it nuls “‘all acts-and laws.
which ‘establish,
tains tb human duty, Whatever we owe comes
in contact with, whether it be church maintain, protect or countenanc
e
to God or to each other, to .human- governor state or society—whether it be pélitics, tice of polygamy, evasively calle the pracd spiritual
ment, to society or to the church, appro- religion
or morals. It lays its strong hand marriage, however disguised by legalo
r ce.
priately comes

easily diverted from his purpose or turned | aby other.

reported a collection alread}

of idleneds in the world, but definite work
and definite results, perfofming the task of
[S
.
3
.
:
the day in the day to which
it belongs.

bosom and moisten the eye.

everything:

vation with fear and trembling. Nothing
else will secareit. = =~.
\
2

‘

treasury, and Rev.

.The committee on

II. The childlikeness of the heart.

*

Rev.

taken.

)

Indeed

sucdess can neverbe obtained.

who have

Convention

not seek everlasting bustle;—the worst type

it room.

The “tug

who would be a Christian, must go work
in the vineyard, and work out his own sal-

been previously divorced, Ministry.—Rey.

it is, believe it to be: |

give

18, 1871.

;

We can
te. defend our- Jury till November 13th next, and in doing
He brooks misfortune and | Subject that pertains to the duty of man is | solves against foreign hope
morning. Votedto accept the invitation.
foes,
but what shall so His Honor said:
i.
After prayer by Rev. T. H. Drake, of disappointment, keeps his éye on the mark | to be excluded. ~The gospel just as really | we do with our. internal enemies who in |. *‘Gent
lemen.
—You
have
presented to the
and aims for it—he ‘reaches it. He is rot | applies

different. - We need to find cur true sphere
of work and settle down to honor it.
6. Definite aims are-needed.
We shohld

Let us

LIE

must be run, the hill must be climbed, the
work must be done, and the means used or

against s

of parties

grand-enough, because it is God’s appoint- | called to order by its Presideht, Rev. J.
merit. A failure to apprehend this truth, Maviner, and a committee to nominate ofhas been the cause of much trouble and dis- ficers was appointed, of which, L. W. Anorder.
Great things -and small things are
hony, Esq.,R.
ofI., was Chairman.
The
sometimes estimated very wrongly. God's Committee of arrangements reported: the
estimate and man’s estimate are often very programme of the anniversary exercises,

a heart.

ee

to machinery and to labor-saving processes,
nevertheless labor still lies at the foundation of genuine lawful thrift in. every, department Of human acquisition. The race

preaching.
D.

spent their short-lived power, hgw
we long
to turn to what is solid and enduring.
5. We should find our true sphere and be “Ohio, the Conference adjourned.
content with it, becansy it 7s” God's appointANNIVERSARY CONVENTION,

:

harvest.

S: P. Morrill; of Me.; against the practice
of sprinkling for baptism, Doetrine.—President Graham invited the Conference to attend , prayers, at the College on Tuesday

they have

OCTOBER

is labor that digs drains, buil ds stone walls,

plants, hoes, sows

H., to relieve and

Rev. I. D. Adkinson, of Ind.,

despise the flaming glory of the heavens in
comparison with them,
But we soon tire
of them, and nature's lights seem more
* grand and imposing than ever.
So in ve-

gard to these sensatiéns.

‘concerning the

Bean, of Me., encouraging more lay.delegation, State «of the denomination.—By

* grand and imposing and we at first begin to

Seeder

must secure the result:

allowing women to be dolegates in our various bodies, Church Polity:—Rev, G. W.

our success depend upon. first class sensations. = Sky-rockets'‘may at first seem,very

he

TT

worth possessing is fraught with labor. It

By Rev. N. W. Bixby, of Iowa, relating to

S. 8. ‘children

We

BS

STAR,

build it...

assist. the work of Committees, Adopted.—

resolute

Lp

ih
‘

ie Ia

of war” remains, ' Labor—continuous labor

* Life of Wm. Burr,” and its future publication, Committee on Publications.—By

n must result from the strength of our

-

SU

BUSINESS INTRODUCED.
WORK,
the pulpit receives its authority frem God,
Rev. A.D. Williams presentéd a resolu-.
The plan may be good and the purpose and. that it always
“ought to obey God
tion approving and sanctioning the location formed, but what does
it amount to, with" rather than man.”
of the Conference at Hillsdale, which was ‘out
»
!
the execution ? ' Labor must work out
The * gospel”—** the word"—* the word
adopted.
An
.
:
Si
the plan, We may have a good plan of a’ of faith"—* Christ and
him crucified” *are
The following resolutions were presented house,
but’ that does not

Rev

next thing to do is to settle down
e conviction ‘that all our power over

own'’personal

= ee

to the Committee ‘on church . polity.—By

science
. and revela-

tion.

BDU

—

and referred.—By Rev. Dr. Ball concerning
a change in the name of the denomination,

© “What is insitte.
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ham, then a young man,as President, it has evening meetings are well sustaine
happy
more
Two
parish.
grown to its present dimensions. The the limits of the
last
baptism
in
Lord
their
d
followe
s
believer
present buildings at Hillsdale were first ocshore
lake
the
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y
«scener
The
,
Sabbath
buildings
and
cupied in 1855. The grounds
ul, and the-Lord's . blessing restwere then worth about 850,000, but could was delightf
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—
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Churches.
Ministers and
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and cabinet included.
the library, apparatus
\
;
8h
The endowment fund is now $70,000 and
the world inay be challenged to show an en-
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so large

© dowment

In,addjtion to

Quarterly Meetings,

lars, there are about fifty thousand dollars
of overdue subscriptions.
There

done ?

the college

Wi]

The Pine St. Society of Manchester have re-

this one hundred and seyenty thousand dol-

But

what has

have

been 220

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with

the church at Starksbor®.

graduates, and enough others have been

attended and very

The session was well

interesting.

Rev.

J.D.

“The next RA

last

‘During the

the future of the cpllege.

16 years great changes have taken place in
affairs.

educational

be obtained from old acount books or the recollec-

interest seemed
, and
mée

changes, the college has done all in its pow-

to be manifested ‘through ' the
Sabbath evening, one expressed a

Sous of aged wen, in regard to the usual cost of articles of general consumption, and the prices received

er to meet the growing wants of the times.

determination henceforth
prayer is that others ma;

T has sought to teach the classics, mathe, matics, science and literature after the most

l

approved methods,

to

A pati

!

with
J

J. A. Keys,

Clerk.

The President discussed the character and
aims of the course of study to a consider-
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eyes are not movable,

And the dearest wife in town

“The farmer went to the field, and the wife
In a smiling and absent way,

Sang snatches of tender little sengs
She’d not sung for many a day.
And the pain in her head Was gone,
clothes

and

Were white as the foam of the sea;
Her bread was light, and her

¥

butter was

And as golden as it could be.

the

sweet,

~

‘Just think,’ the children all called in a breath,,
* Tom Wood has run off to sea!

H¢ wouldn't, I know, if he only had

IN

As happy a home as we.
The night came down, and the good wife smiled
To herself as ~ae softly said,
‘ *Pis sosweet to labor for those we love,
t's not strange that maidens will wed!” ”
-

Hoe Your Own Row.
——
> ——

I think there are some maxims
"Under the sun
’
Scarce worth preservation ;
But here, boys, 1s one
So sound and so simple,
"is worth while to know ;
And all in the single line,
“Hoe your own row”
If yon want. to have riches,
.
And want to have friends,
. Dow’t trample the means down,

aunt

Lin ¥'8 | because the

For increase of your store,

But work ; who helps himself
Heaven helps more.
The weeds, while you're sleeping,
‘Will come up and grow;

But if you would have the
Full ear, you must hoe!

Nor'will it do only
.To hoe out the weeds;

You must make your ground mellow.
And put in the seeds,
And when the young blade
Pushes through, you must know
There’s nothing will strengthen
Its growth like the hoe.
There’s no use of saying,

e “What'will be, will be.”
Once try it, my lack-brain,

And see what youw’ll see!
‘Why, just small potatoes,
You'd better take held, then,
And honestly hoe!
:

to. his

feet,

*

to

Mrs.

WebkA

‘its impression,—leave

its

stain.

The

in-

fluence of Ruloff upon the jailer’s son should
be a warning to all parents and guardians,
not to subject their children to the influence
of a bad person, however agreeable or accomplished he may be. Thisintensely bad
man wasso affable to the jailer—he gainthe

innocent

unwise

boy

under

man stamped his own black impression’

“Hoe your own row!”

* Pve known, t00, & good many

Tell me, dear,if Mrs.

Idlers who said,

Webber

the

was sick

with small pox ould you let Martha
go in and stay with her?”

“Pve a right to my/living; The world owes me bread.”

“ O horrors ! no indeed, aunt Lindy,

A right lazy fellow

should not ask me that,”

A thousand times No!

Ellen

you

po

* But, Celia, were Martha Ellen my own

. Tis his, and his only, .
‘Who hoes his own row!

=Mervys Museum,

Cirilr.

“Influence pon: Children:
i

“‘x walodied ‘with As Hatton, Celia,
ceftainly 1 must agree with her.”
“0 aunt Lindyy you don't begin to imoy
how strict she is.”

litt)é girl, I would sooner far have her die
of that’loathsome disease, and be laid away

to rest in the sweet innocence of her. pure,
young life ; than have her live and be what
Mrs, Webber is—corrupt in spirit and character, and spreading pollution wherever she
can have an influence.

Celia, degr,

your little ones are in a large

measure epending upon you. for the characters they will have.
Guard them well, T

entreat you. [Let them not go in the way
of evil doers ! Shield them as‘ much’ as
possible from

every

contaminating

influ-

ce! 1"

1% What you are, pleased’ to

call strict,

Celia, only seems to me to be motherly

walchfulness.. tue motherly care,”

But you don’t know how fussy she is;
* why she must know every hourin the day
just where her children are, and shen she
never goes away to leave them, unless her
husband,or some one equally trusty has them
in charge. I don’t know for my part what

comfort she has of her life ; as for me, I am

too glad to have the as,

restless things

out oft my way, to stop and

inquire where

they are W
you

to now,
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and left us. in silent admiration, too great and the laboriousness of execution, is
doing
to allow usto capture the ingenious little: Just the thing:to turn him into
jelly.

er at some future time :
CASTILIAN DAYS.
By.

You shall see on the sea-shor® a nerveless

they

generally

1- | travel from one
hous
his
. When

mark
as the eyes of

is no hardpess to his hone, he is without a

several days under water; but in ‘summer

Al
4

John, Hay,

WE

Boston

: Homa,

wal i

rise two ‘or three times in

which spiders
AS

fibers.

To give an idea of how very. small

is the thread of the full-grown insect, it has
begn computed that an ordinary human hair
is as large as ten thousand. But there are
some spider threads smaller than ‘these!
Young spiders begin to spin as soon as the 3Y
leave “the e2g; and how very fine must. be
the thread whiclr is drawn from the minute
apertures in the spinerets of insécts,

whose

employ

to | life consisté

inclined

to

Ce

cars the other

day, Isat

just

up

in the

behind

you.

You were enZaged in_ very e: nest conversation with a peighbor, op some business

as an exceedingly honrable young man;
and if it had not been for the question
which this phrase naturally excited in my
mind, I should have supposed that you al-

think as many as twenty

times in the twen-

ty minutes I sat behind you, “Upon
honor.”

my

It started a question at once in my

mind, which

I- resolved

when

I

reached

home I would address you.
Are we to understand that you only A
upon your

honor when you assure us=ef. the-faet-2-Fhave been accustomed to rega rd you always

ways spoke upon yout honor.

I remember when in my youthful days, I
taught school during my college vacations,
what trouble
I had with the young ladies’
compositions. . They wanted to write with
force, and they knew no other way

than

seek to know the best way to do

in

every

case,l will avail myself of any one’s instruction and experience that may tend to promote
the good of my dear gnes. Above all,I will

be pureppatient, cheerful,

enduring,

deeper, at other times not so deep, and
varying -in. form like those represented.
She lines the little gallery with a coating of
sitk, which she glues to the walls. The

door is circular, and bound together with
threads.

When the spider is at home,

and

ld

8

‘The Mistake of Fathers.

kind the door opened by an intruder, she pulls
dor “A mother should not hesitate to do
A géntleman in the ordinary acceptation
itlinward. And even when half opened by
, becauseit may be tiresome. If children ‘to become.”
of
the term, is a decorated zero! ButI
the human hand, she sometimes snatches it
PI are soley, devise some plan which
“YIwantto do right, aunt’ Lindy, but
underst
and a gentleman to be a man all of
fast;
but
when
she
is
foiled
in
this,
retreats
will interest and keep them quiet, or tell you know the best of mothers sometimes
den and tries. to con- whose jnstincts and all of whose tendencies
her
of
bottom
| a nice story; or"
the,
to
have bad children.”
are leavened, sweetened, made gentle and
ceal herself.
aunt Lindy it is easy to talk, but
“ Yes, but that is no argument against
This gpecies of the spider loses; the en- beautiful, by the dominance in him of the
phn one is tired to ‘death, and hurridd, mothers
being best. 1 know that an’ evil trance of its retreat with a door formed of highest moral elements. A true man ean
, it is &a hard matter to
influence
exertéd even for a short time, | particles of earth, ad. Soy resembling not be inactive. " But if a man has toiled and
lot. of Hotful chilmay seem to have destroyed the good work the. surrounding
The door, or borne the brunt of, the storm or thé fervor
gro
| of years with a ehild ; but T think you will rather valve, is ited |- a silken hinge to of the summer’ solstice, he says to himself,
i find Iv a rare cade, that the aggregate of an | the entrance, at its upper side, and is so wiping, the sweat’ from his brow, “I am
lifé will be bad, ‘who was early balanced, [that wk ‘pushed up it shuts making moneyto save my children from
vo Shh iif uces 2 a;
by its own weight. In the forests of the sam® course.” It is going through that
| Brazil,” we once met with a most interest- course that has made you what you are.
0
not only tolerable,| Wint that whids, "When thrown outs ing little spider, which sheltered itself in Your bones would have been gristle, if you
the same manner. Its case was suspended had not gone through'it; and if you are go; gars aad wat di
’ You remember ‘muy be caught without hands? A hint.
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By William J. Rolfe, A. M,

York: Harper
be

“He is not far off. He is nigh to all
them that call upon’ Him. He is at “your|
heart's door. Hark, and you can hear Him
knocking, asking to come in. Will you adwit Him? If you would go five hundred
miles to see Jesus, you will surely admit
Him when He is here. You are not ashamed to go five hundred miles to see Him.
Are you ashamed to take” Him into your
‘hearts ?"—8. 8. Tinies, w

of the

Trois-Etoiles,

Osgood ‘&

by E. J. Lane & Co.

at

in heaven, isn't He?”

Boston:
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* Indeed, we should not be ashamed.”
“ Harry, how far-off is Jesus?®
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additions.
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THE CLOCKMAKER.
By Thomas Chandler Hal-*
iburton. . Illustrated.
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Houghton.
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“T think I would go very gladly if Jesus
was there and would be glad to seé me,’
‘* 50 you gll think you would go as far as

going
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way from Persia, to see Jesus,
Was it not,
Harry ?’
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George, and see what is the evil in you out
of which comes “By George,” and ‘Upon
my honor. "—Ch ristian Weekly.
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to

sufficient.”
Did you ever consider, my d r George,
the meaning of Christ's very significant
declaration concerning the use of exple-

son-spider. It is generally found « fhe
tives: “Let your conversition be
dren, I never was, and I fear T never shall south of France. When the mason-sp
begins 'to- build Ler house, she ba a Nand» ay, nay, for whatsoever Yea, yea,
be I”
is more than
place bare of grass. - She builds a gallery
“Nay, child, don't say that—every mother about ‘a foot in depth. Sometimes it is these cometh of evil?” Comethof evil—
_ “Iknow I'am not fit to bring up chil

should feel within herself, God helping me,
I will bring up my children right. I will

of

write with italics. Some of their composiThe Power of Children.
tions woyld come in with under scorings in
every . paragraph, and almost every line, © Aman was leaning, much intoxicated ,
used with the greatest correctness.
and
there was nothing I had more difficulty against a tree; some little girls coming
One evening, I watched a small spider
“about
than in the endeavor to induce them from school saw him there, “and at once
weaving his net. It was circular, and he
worked from the center, extending lines to to give vigor to their composition by their said to each cther, * what shall we do for
:
the circumference, measuring the distance thoughts, and not by a stroke of the pen. him ?”
Presently one said,
Oh, I'll tell you:
Nothing
is
better
settled
than
‘that
the
fre|
with” his body. In forty minutes the delicate fabric was finished—for beauty and quent use of italics is the evidence of a weak 1 let's sing him a temperance song.”
And so they did; “ollecting around him
correctness defying all competition of art.. writer, 3nd, if you did but know it, the frethey sang—
quent,
use
of
expletives
is
a
most
potent
I now agitated the web, by blowing upon
“ Away “the bowl, away the bowl,”
it, taking care to keep out of sight, and demonstration of a weak soul. He that
swears in this comparatively mild and gen- and so on, in beautiful tones.
presently, finding the breeze stronger than
tle way, does so from a half-conscious feelThe poor fellow enjoyed the singing, and
calculated for, the spider proceeded to ating that what he says will not carry force when they had finished the song, said,
tach stay-lines from the center to the tree,
and conviction without.
“ Sing again, little girls, sing again.
ttwisting and tightening with the skill of a.
You have heard of men- whose word is as
“We will, " they said, * if you will sign
saitor rigging a jury mast. The net being
good as their bond. .It seems to me, my the temperance pledge,”
thus made steady, he returned to his nest.
dear George, that it is worth while to aim at
‘No, no; we are not at a temperance.
The nest is"gencrally formed like a purse,
having such an established reputation for meeting ; there are no pledges here.”
under a leaf or in one corner, and is so
transparent honesty, and sincerity and
“) have a pledge,” cries one; and “I
connected with every line of silk, that the truthfulness,
that every assertion should have a pencil,” cries another, and holding
slightest touch or motion is instantly tele- be taken
at its face, without discount, up the pledge and pencil, they begonghe
graphedyfrom any part of the spider's doand without needing these doubtful’ en- him to sign it.
minions to the’ private residence of the] "dorsements._
of expletives. It “seems to
No, no; 1 won't sign it now. Sing: for
weaver-king,
me, that every Hian who adds even a me."
When the common house-spider purpos“By Harry” or a ‘By George” to his senSo they sang again—
es to form a web, she generally chooses a tences,
indicates that he is somewhat afraid
“ The drink that’s in.the drunkard’s bowl
Haying that his
holé or a corner of the room.
word will mot ,be accepted without
Is not the drink for me.”
fixed on the spot she attaches one ‘end of some
such attestation. It certainly would
“Oh,
do sing that again,” said he, as he
the thread to the wall by applying her spinnot be just to say that all profane men are wiped the tears from his eyes.
eret, and then passes to the other side, the liars;
but it would not be unjust to say thats
“No, no more,” said they, * unless you'll
thread following her as’she goes along. a profane
man always lays himself liable to- sign the pledge; sign, and we'll sing it for
After fixing her thread on the opposite side, the suspicion
3
of being a liar who can only y on. n"
.|
she returns and then"passés to and fro, unbe believed on oath.
He
pleaded
for
the
singing,
but
they
were:
til as many threads are made as she considFor myself, I do not Hesitite’ to take an firm, and declared they would 80 away if
ers necessary, when she begins to. cross oath “in a court
of justice,
;
them wit other threads, | Thus are formed there is something grand in but I confess he did not sign.
the position of
“
But,”
said
the
poor
tellow; striving) to
the snares designed to entangle flies and ithe.
Quaker .who ‘says: simply, ‘I affirm.” find an excuse, *“ there's no table her®, how
other small insects. But, besides this large It is as if
|
he said, ‘My statement needs no can I write without a table?
/ weaves a small cell for
web, she.

> “ Aunt Lindy™ spoke with much feeling, ‘herself, where shei ies quiet and. contualed
and her niece. dashed away the falling tears L waiting for her prey.
"Another very curios species is dy ahh
as she said half petulantly,
a

Illus-

are'young nien going into business, and io Bed ers
Brae
saying, “This is only for a time, 1 do Dot|:
209,
rothers.i ou
1871, 16mo.Miller.
pp.
|;
ond always
alway to be be what
what IIam.”
Intend
I
h
Sin ; a —
am.
onor
a man that st
here
he
is,
and
makes | PARK STREET PULPIT: Sermons preached by
4ys
‘where
he
i
s
,
ma
William H." H. Murray. Boston: James RK.
the place where he begins so andhonorable
|!

|

AsIrode

Stories of a Family ang

By E. Johnson.

since | piri : Forks SoNas. p By. Alexin

mean,

that their boys shall have Ny. same Jean
pline which they have had. And there

A Note to a Young Man.
—

PETS,

that their boys shall not go into manufac—
tories. They swing their arms sturdily as
By Thomas
honest mechunics ; but, they do not
mean | Amsaxrio
Higginson. BS3AYS:
Buston: sames R.

away

The

spider, is

of murder

they

"Do you think many would take so long a
object, which from its glutinous na- journgy now to see Jesus?
Would you ?”
ture it adheres to. — J outh’s Cabinet.
“0, yes, indeed, if I knew: Jesus was

My Dear GEORGE:

JUpGe's

its Dumb Friends,

‘they made their money in’ ‘a manufactory,

shoots out other threads from behind, which

subject, 1 judged, though 1 did not overhear
the conversation. But I did hear, I should

or net-working

of this species

their households.’ For

change its situation, it h gs itself by a
thread, and turning itself toward the wind,

bulk does: not equa) that of*a single spineret of the mother! A naturalist, called
Leuwenhock,
calculates that when. the
young spider first begins, four hundred of
them are not larger than one of full growth ;
and we may, therefore, presume, that four
millions of, the smallest threads they spin
do not exceed in bulk a single human hair,
There are several sorts of spidérs, soe
of which we will now mention and describe.
geometriz,

Tue

There are many men whose very idea of " euted, Pp. 2067 Sold by Lie & Spopnron 1872.

1 place to another, ) are very
the

=

purpose, and he has no propelling power,
no rudder, no anything!

| 4nd 1 will inform my little ‘curious friends | are carried about by the passing breeze, unpow this is dene: Spiders ‘are ‘provided til ‘they take hold of some object. When.
| with organs a the hinder part of the body, | the spider firids that the webs have attached
for the purpose of spifining a delicaté silk | themselves, which it learns by pulling the
thread. With these organs, which are call- | threads with its feet;it uses them as bridges
ed spinerets, they spin their webs, The | to pass to the place where the threads
are
| web does not issue from these - spinerets
fixed. T
b
f
d

‘well known, as it may be seen in its web
ert a bad influence,—I mean upon = children
hanging on almol} ev ery bramble and bush.
that can not understand about these things,
In
making this web, the spider makes a
that we know are bad?”
very
strong thread, and after finding that
“ QO Celia, child, you may as well ask if
one may not take fire into his bosom, and it is strong enough, it proceeds to complete
not be burned. Depend upon .it, dear, if the rest of the frame-work. = Inmaking the
one. is bad, he will surely exert a bad infly- net, it measures the distance with its little
ence upon others. If one is corrupt, he will limbs. The web, when it is completed, is
All
certainly corrupt others, however much he found to be beautifully proportioned.
may desire to do otherwise. Inward pollu- the threads are in exact distances one from
tion will erop out in many ways, and make the other, as if rule and compass had been

ainwary youth, who followed the bad example of the vile tutor, and came to a similar
deplorable end.
|
‘

By the intent and meaning of

it ig necessary. for

asked,

his tudorship. “Doubtless the jailer thought,

Some builders of rhyme;
And that they were prospered ;
‘Were prospered, I know

@he Family

and

—this mar is learned, and accomplished,
and in teaching lessons from books, need
not mix in lessons of iniquity “and crime,
But nete the sorrowful result. The fi

I’ve known in my time—

Some builders of houses,

hic

jumped

to hear,

where she heard anything like that, and
she said at Mrs. Webber's. He was so displeased that he charged me never tq let - her
go there again; and I didn’t for as many as
three weeks. But somehow she got to going again and she enjoys being there so
much, that it doesn’t seem right to forbid
it. But Mrs. Harton talked so seriously to
me, that I thought I would ask you about
ity

parent placed his own

A good many workers

wes

and he

her father happened

ed his confidence so fully, that

And few in a row;

5

h

No sooner had it gained its ve« | property for the sake of sav ing his son from

a safe

let me ask you one question. Don’t you
think a person may be bad, and still not ex-

Don’t just §it and pray

fixed.

now in va poor little despised spider.
Spiders are noted for the webs. they spin ;

¢¢ I did thank her, but I confess
it was
not done cordially.
And now aunt Lindy,

‘‘Hoe your own row !”

@

ae emer

I
d if
in | fixe
t has ; been . a matter: of wonder to
Pp
P oe, an ."|one thread. If we look at the spinerets | Most people how spiders could throw these
their
associates are toof aMrs.
right
character. must through a microscope, we shall see them | threads over roads or rivers, or from
Now to go back
s “Harton—I
tree
studded with regular rows of minute hair to tree; but the thing is easily explained
think she did right, to. caution you not to let
when
like
we
consider how easily the little inpoints. And those are so small, that
your little girl visk this Mrs. Webber, that
there are about a thousand on each. spin- sect can make its silken thread, how very
is,if you have sufficient reason to believe
erbt. Every little hair is a tube, through light it is, and with what ease it canbe
that she is a bad woman.”
¢’Oh, there is no doubt about it. It isa which the substance which forms the thread wafted by the breeze. If we fastena stick
After leaving the find hair upright in the center of a pan of watef, so
long-standing fact—everybody knows
it; is pressed.
tubes, all the little threads unite in one. that it be quit isolated, a’ gossamer shider
‘but she is pleasant,,and kind to children,—
11 this again is most wisely ordained, as paced upon the stjek will be enabled to esvery capable too, and Martha Ellen: likes
by this means the thread formed out of all cape dry-footed, by shooting off a line to
her. Then she has taught Martha Ellen
the little ones is much stronger, dries quick- some distant tree or wall, and by this, crosshow to crotchet several kinds of edging,
er, and is mope easily attached to the de- ing the “water in safety. "These serial’
and she is going to show her Low to
sired object in making the web. .As it is threads some Lave believed to bé directed
| tat.”
:
.
computed that each spineret has about one by électricity, or, like the quills frond the
‘ And what does she teach her that is
thousand: apertures or holes, and as each pocupine, by muscular action; others enwrong 2”
:
spider has five spinerets, each thread of the tertain the more modern belief that the gos“* Ww hy, nothing I suppose, or, at least
spider is made up of five thousand Separate samer is borne upon the air until it touches
Marthh Ellen did use some rough words
some

whether they are'in

never let your little girl go
ber’s again,”

But always remember, °
‘Wherever you go,
The wisdom of practicing

wv

:
Some spiders ares aquatic, or water-spi-. mass of jelly, that opens and shuts, and
| Solly'ee
The na- ders, .and they spin a cup-like web, which opens and shuts, and
sucks in and sucks in,

re

“Well, Ithink you should thank her most
cordially for her wholesome counsel, and

« And look for the ends;

———————————

These | creature for our collection.

on

Celia’s carelessness. She spoke
tones somewhat
modilated.
or
)
;

one day, which

‘

en

as the eyes of ani-|

Perhaps | mals Yenerally, but firmly

‘* [ know little bits of creatuyes must be
looked after, but when enildren get 10 be
¢ Jenmié, what do you think
Ito
nJBtowny | Die OF ten years old, Ji donk Hivk "¢
Called the farmer from the yo dBen,
needs to be continually at their heels.
Anda flush-erept up 10
ouzed brow, :
** Of course
Danger‘but. takes
for
another
thev not. - Mer,
whoever
has
As his ¢ye half
fully felt;
orm as-they grow: o
‘It
was
this
he
sai
,
and
€6mixig
near,
charge
of
them, ought certainly to_know
/ Hie suiiled—ind stoophig down.
;

six.

)

?
:

Their | treat than the door closed, -as if by a spring,

eight in number, instead of
insects ; their eyes are eight,
but very rarely,

.

in the middie of the web, Upon, being dis- | ing to save your children from it, their
turbed, the little creature ran, $o it with | bones will be rristio, "The mat that makes

Spiders differ in their futervai structure | SWiftuess.

?

;
‘

OCTOBER 18, go

ot

Spiders.

God
wl
namesake, Celia's little" sister, only three | wiso Boi
Ly 4 made i
ing; and we see.
| years old; and drowned in part, through- wisdom in such little. things

|

Kiss edher cheek—*"Twus this; that you were

tes

Talk J
SRN

.

:

a Bide the quality of the eyes is made up in the | an hour for air.
It all swept through aunt Ludys quantity. Nature is alway}
true to herself, | The means

grave.

‘Ifmmaidens but kuew what good wiveskmow,
They would be f-no haste to wed?
ge

rr

v

delicate lungs do duty once again,—of a or
the spider would .not be able to see as
white form béneath the coffin’s lid, and of reasily as other animals.
The difference .in

4

the best:

A

|

’

form, ture and number of the eyes of a spider answers the purpose of a diving-bell. They
and Squirts into the ocean and is chafacter- | How To DQ 1r.
that was ‘drawn from the cistern long years teaches us a beaut iful lesson,
By Edward Everett Halo, BosThe eyes not ‘then go under water, and feed on the in- less; and that is’ a rich man’s
“son! There
the being
before,—of the vain Struggle to make
Jon: Jumes'R, Osgood & Co. 1871, 16mo, er.
movable, more than two are réquired, sects the water contains, They can exist

violets and myrtle, that grew

And the day was hot, and her aching head

i

ASH

I've always felt that | and outside form from insects proper,

| she.was thinking of a little dripping

* Throbbed wearily as she said,

¥,

2

.
J

i

The niece was silent a moment.

‘and

There were puddings and pies to bake, besides

‘+

.
y

a

well

skimmed

:

It had rained in the night, and all

M

‘
¥

it was owing to my carelessness.
Poor lit- feet are always
le thing ! and her arm troubles her now., I six, as in other
am afraid it never will be strong and and sometimes,
)
{

field,

_

=

\

ry

“Yes,

Labor.

And the children to fix away
To school, and. the milk ‘to be
‘churned ;

>

#

| self for not looking after her.”

ea

Of the piles of clothesto be washed, and more
*
Than a dozen mouths to be fed.
There were the meals to get for the men in the

*

(a

when little Mary fell from the cherry free
| and broke her arm, how you blamed your-

|

ee

M

“Love

god

.

r

MA

a

*

THE MORNING STAR,

i

pL

-

u

|

A
Act

“A

v

‘

i

TT

“«

:

«=

?

p

ture, with
a ficger on her lips, came

and

said, * Yes, Jou can spread the pledge on
the crown of. your . hat, and, 1 will hold" it
for you.”

. Off came the hat, the child held it, and
the pledge was signed, and the Titdle ones
burst out with—
.

MERRY’S

Give wine to the tremulous’debauchee,”

that

man

in

Worcester

hall, with uplifted ‘hands

and

town

quivering

lips say, “I thank God for the sympathy of
those children.

I shall thank God to all

eternity that he sent those litle children as
messengers

of mercy

to

me. "John

B.

Gough.
It is not the painting, gilding,

and

carv-

ing that makes a good ship; but if she be a
nimble sailor, tight and strong to éndure
the seas, that is her excellence.

edge and temper

Situa
at tion
Versailles.
tents.

Oh, water for me, bright water for me,

‘Theard

the Day.’ “Phila, i; Ji B. Lippincott & Co.
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lor; Winifred Cumbermede ;
A Famous Frenchman; Comets and Comets’
Tails; Some Words about. Sir Walter Scott; The

of the blade

It

is the

that make

a good sword, not the richhess of the scab-

bard; and so'it is not money or possesion
that make a3 man considerable,
but his vira
q
tues.

He who thinks he can find in himself the
means of doing without others is much mistaken; but he who thinks that others cannot do without iim is still more ‘mistaken,

Boston : Littell & Gay.
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thé whole relation of the Romish Church tothe Jeoble of Paris is a riddle; for nowhere
in Europe
does the church appear to be so
beautiful, and so fully and freely open to
the peaple, and nowhere does there appear
to be less hearty affection « between the |

Conversational Powers.

Church and the niass of the people (es

-gially the men) than there.
These beautiful
edifices, whose doors are actually opened
wide in summer a great part of
the day, so

- pression, was of th

that
and
‘and
and

authors were not;

to shine in sods 6
to be read atid tn

you can see the altar from the “street—
you are thus called to read as you run
worship as i work—have been again
again assailed and pillaged by the po

ulace, and this, too, not merely in the old
reign of terror, butin these new days of
liberty and toleration,—Harper's Magazine.

erature, men who
eloquence and truth that

were mutes before their fellow men.

They

had golden ingots, which, in the bi ivacy of |

“home, they could convert into coin

besdring

an impress that would insure universal cur

réncy ; but they could not, on the spur of
the moment, produce the farthings current
in the market place. Degeartes, the famous
mathematician and philosopher ; Lafontaine,’
éelebrated for his witty fables; and Buffon,
the great naturalist, were all singularly deficient in the powers of conversation. He

[3

HISTORY

-|

———

OF THE GREAT

*‘‘ PETRIFACTIONP”
:
.

montel, the nqvelist, was so dull in seciety,

would argue with him,

In Ackley,

view, ‘‘P must- go and read his tales, to
recompense myself
for the weariness of
hearing him.”

with a minister over the

As to Corneille, the greatest dramatist of

France, he was completely lost ih society—
so absent and embarrassed that he wrote of
himself a witty couplet, importing that he
was never intelligible but through the
mouth of another. Wit on paper seems to
be something
widely different from that
play of words
in conversation which while
it sparkles,

dies;

for Charles II., the witti-

est monarch that ever sat on the English

throne,

Hudibras

was

so charmed with the humor of

that he caused

himself to be in-

troduced, in the character of a private gen-

tleman, to. Butler, its anthor. The witty
king found the author a veg dull companion; and
of opinion, with many others,
that so stupid a fellow “could never have
written

so clever a book,

-Addison, whose

classic elegance of style has long been con-

sidered the best model for young writers,

was shy and absent in society, preserving,
even before a single stranger, stiff and dignified silence.
He was accustomed to say that there
could be no real conversation but between
two personal friends; and that it was then

thinking aloud.
Steel, Swift, Pope, Congréve—men possessing literary and con:

versational

powers

of the highest erder—

allowed him to have been a delightful com-

panion among intimates ; and Young writes
of him that he ‘* was rather mute in society

regularity

of the

power and periodsof at-

a fondness

for digcussion, he engaged every
county,

pe
unré

Hardin

suthenticity of the

any other way at once
by the =p lication of
who is
cted to the
uors may often drink
without any apparent

clergy-

man avowed
his most implicit faith in the
narrative of the creation, and in the fact
that out first parents were more nearly perfect than their descendants have a
to
be. *‘There: were
giantsin those days, you
know,” said the clergyman.
*‘What evidence have you that there were giants?”

demanded ‘his antagonist.

have been found, sir,” replied

but imprudent clergyman.

“Why,
the

health, if he

some

gence.

:

so successfully, he recognized the necessity
of having one. to find. He fell in with a patent-right man, one of those clever fellows
sell farmers,

patent churns, and new-

far

ed.

feet

long, three and a half wide, and

two thick,

carted to Boonesboro’, and then

by

was procured.

It was with great difficulty
rail

to

the Chicage barn. Two German stone-cutters and Hull modeled the figure and cut it.
To finish it up, the pores of the skin

At this juncture of affairs, it remains for
an English inventor to solve the difficulty,

and give, us a really serviceable ‘paper fa
ric.

It is a mixture of various animal and

tegetable- substances,

the . former

being

wool, silk, and skins; the latter flax, jute,

hemp, and

cotton.

reduced to a filme

‘These articles.
are all

pulp,

bleached

and then

the

times

and

:

4
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have

accumulat-

We believe that six hours of sleep per

be sewed together with a machine as readily as woven fabrics, and makes as strong a
seam.
"This paper is of a very serviceable nature,
and is made into - table-cloths, napkins,
handkerchiefs, pants,

curtains,

shirts,

and

other articles of dress. The petticoats
made from this felted paper are of very
elaborate design, and. wonderful beauty.
They are either printed or stamped, and
bear so close a resemblance to linen or cotton goods of like description-as to almost
defy the

The

scrutiny

stamped

of

open-work

the ablest

skirts

delicacy of pattern that it would

experts.

display
"be

a

almost

impossibieto imitate by any ordinary skill
with the needle. Imitation blankets and
chintz for

beds, furniture,

or

curtains, aps

Embossed tablediem, begun and ended at uniform times, also made very cheaply.
are as good as eight at irregular periods. cloths and figured napkins made of felted
It follows, then, that regular sleep gives paper, so closely resemble the genuine
two hours, at least, more time per day damask linepws to be palmed off upsn ‘the
available for business, pleasure, or study, unsuspecting as the genuine article.
than can otherwise be'<obtained. In short, | In Germany, paper napkins have been
nothing is so economical as regular habits. used for several years. Their cost is but a
Less food. less sleep, less. clothing, less trifle, and they pay for themselves before
they are required to be cast aside.
medicine are required to sustain nature;
elted paper is capable of being made inand better health, more happiness, more

from

Fort Dodge; a block of gypsum twelve,

in

ture will in the meantime

fangled corn-shellers, and to hima Hull confided the scheme of getting -up a petrifaction. The podias could not devote his-time,
but he could put in money, and he procured
abarn of g friend in Chicago, in which the
image could be made. Forty-five’ miles
from a railroad station, near the Dubuque
and Sioux Cify Railroad, and not

is regular

The taking of proper exercise, pure air,
sustenance, sleep and recrcation may be
compared to the withdrawal of the attacking forces. If the withdrawals are regu-d
lar, the attacks will also be regular, and
the resisting powerof thg vital struc-

This set Hull a-thinking, and he made up
his mind to the finding of a giant, and to do

who

find an explanation
this truth:. A man
use of alcoholic ligvery freely for years
serious detriment to

quantities ‘of his potions; while another,
who only takes an occasional ‘‘spree,” will
suffer from the consequences of his indul-

zealous,

:

with general favor,

Aation,~moral,

we have

social

and

David Boat of Tamworth, Ns
c
ot

political,—than

space to enumerate.—dm.
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notion that elegance is atliod gin ol
past, ng, DSR ael ok. Hueness with MRS

strength.

In

‘the

‘of

machine

it insists that ifthe Ties of any priori
violage principles of good taste, they must
also violate

those

guide us if we would
rigidity.

principles which must

which

has

developed

but alwaysbore

were

wealth, more

knowledge,

are obtained
American.

in

their

and

longer®life

exercise.—Scientific
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Marriage in Holland.

required to be imitated, for' which the following device was made use of: A circular
piece of card-board,the size of a watch crys-

to lace, fringe, gnd

trimming;

and for

these several purposes it is unequaled in
point of cheapness and durability. Imitation leather is also made {rom the same material, which is perfectly impervious to
water. It is soft and pliable, and is a very
useful fabric for covering furniture, making

*
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Sabbath

afternoon,

we

spread pen the grass under the

tree.

The

table

was placed on
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“SPRINGS fs the German

.

Effervescent

Seltzer

'Aperient

Is its duplicate, Letters attestiug its wonderful Tonle
Aperient and anti-Bilfous qualities swarm in from eyely
source.
-The question has been settled whether artificlally medicated
waters may not be equal to those which
burst sparkling from the earth itseif. They can; and
tae Seltzer

i

a cloth

:

shade of a
the

FO

ick

bh

saw

For

.

-

Dr. Van Doren gives the Observer a picture of a German Sunday as he saw it the
other day. It is marvelous how any cultured man can find as muchto admire as
some profess td in the merely animal,—we
had almost said beastly,—enjoyments of a
German beer garden. But this is the -Doctor's picture :
;
Looking out from our window on a certain

rulysis, Sept. y

her’ sufferings with Christian

patience
Ho and fortitude.i =

shows

beyond

months,

and unifed with the Bapiist church. In 1842, she

no straight lines, but gives in its outline
elegant curves. The whole structuse is cal |
culated pe
the eye in the highest
degree,
secure the greagest ‘amount of
strength
with the least expenditure of ma- JUN
terial. ‘The same principlé adopted in the
Eddystone light-house has given a tower
beauty,

76 vearsand. 9

was

his death we,
gains a redeemthree sons and
their loss. .
D. CALLEY.

came west, residing for -a number of years at
Janesville,
Wis. She wasan invalid twelve years,

those derived from conic sections. Nature
is instructive in this matter, The. tree

of grou

-

she has lived with her son-in-law
H.,
nine ye.
‘J. Jordan, Orion, Ill.'She was a native of Windsor, Vt., wherein 1834 she embraced religion

by. an analysis of the forces required to resist strains . are beautiful curves,—chiefly
which is made to resist violent

her §. agBrAN.
e.
D.

Lex OmAPIN died of

’

secure strength and

Almost all the lines

xaudria,

its most
devoted A
In
lose a fellow-lnborer, but heaven
ed soul. He leaves a wife and
many other relatives who mourn
:
‘

the

died in Sand- -

a ear of

4

SHEM GRAY died in Bristol, Sept. 16th
Sus. Shor ray was a m
he "of fhe

58

Elegance and Strength.

-

lowa, he one night had a debate
The

—

felted by machinery. * The mixture of these light-houses proved itself capable of with“several
substances produces a fabrjg of standing assaults of the fiercest storms.
the strengt!
the - besieged. Many phewonderful
flexibility and strength. It can
nomena which can not be accounted for in
A German Sunday.

man who

first few chapters of (zenesis.

times, and with irregular force, and
Sng Yiiiiance must at last wear out

not received

MRS. ANNA BEAN, widow. of tha late Rev.

to be found the solution of more of the ugly
problems that confront the present gener-

The power to. restore arts ‘which have |
In civilized countries, the manufacturing
been: lost extends to the
highest orders of
animal creation, Teeth which have been | of paper into various articles of clothin
removed by mechanical means have often has only been the business of a very brie
grown again inthe the luman: jaw years’ period, but among barbarous peopleit is
after the second set, which take the place of an industry that has been cultivated for
ar course of nature, had | ¥ ears. With us, the employment still rethe first in the re
been supplied.
This is, however, probably mains in its infancy, annd it has taken us
the only organ that the human recuperative many years to master the difficulties atenergy has power to restore. As age ad- tending its introduction. At first, our
vances this Bowes becomes less, so that re- manufacturers eonfined their production alpaird take place slowly, and in very advanc- most entirely to collars, cuffs, frills, and
ed age ceases altogether. Broken bones re- similar minor articles, Prejudice having
easure overcome, our infuse to unite, and abrasions of the skin be- been in a great
their aren of production 0
come.chroni¢ ulcers,
| venters extend
There is, however, a striking character- many fabrics of universal use, ut requiring and pliability than those
istic of the power of Jocuperguion, which greater strength
the neck or arms. The
had a most important bearing upon the worn about
health, both of men and animals, - It is this: ments made by this process failed to anrequirements of our day, and were
The power to restord increases with the swer the
—

years, born at Sidney's Ford, on the Con- the attacks are madeat regular intervals,
necticut, between Hartford and Springfield ; the garrison
may sleep while the besieging
he is at
present a tobacco dealer in S
. forces are withdrawn, and rise refreshed to
N.Y.
He had been a great reader of ‘ra. increased resistance ; but attack it at unexhaving

_ Paper Clothing.

The plantknown to farmers as quack

grass isa good example,

It turns out that the- author of that stu- | attack. It
is as if the constitution were a
endous imposition, the Cardiff Giant, is citadel, fipon the reduction of which two
Mr. George Hull, now aged forty-nine kinds of tactics were employed, = So long as

tional philosophy,” and

that his friends said of him, after an inter-

.

“Cardiff Giant.”

books with an
defy oblivion,

hold.

—

Aperient,

the fact.

when

undoubtedly

BE CAUTIOUS.
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ACCE.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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cloth,

chairs arranged, and the good things pf
earth were soon seen spread on he table
in silver dishes, and
cut-glass goblets.
There were wine, cigars, beer, brandy, and
various kinds of simple eatables.
The fah-

ily and
guests to the number of six or eight
gathered
round the table. They were a
jolly, fat-looking company, ge
Rd
of the refrain of childhood, “Old
King
Cole.” They ate, they drank, they smoked
in succession,

without

THESCEPTR

the troublesome de-

lay of asking a blessing, even -as short as
Chas. Lambs famous * Grace before meat.”
After eating, drinking and smoking they
ate, drank and smoked again and agin.
It"was plain that the physical was gradually
getting the mastery, and the intellectual
gradually yielding to the powcr of frequent
potations. - By and by one Luud 1 yun to

:
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’

Church Music Book for the People.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR.

THE

SCEPTRE,

———
into shoes,” for belts, and for many other droop on the spacious Teutonic breast, as
BY DR. A. BTOOKS EVERETT.
Is-it
possible
that
even the young of these purposes.
the sunflower droops towards the hour of
:
tal, was cut out. The hand was pressed on
sober-minded
people
fall
in
love?
Young
This
new
collection of Church Music, “Anthems,
setting
sun.
The
long,
loud
talking
began
In
China
and
Japan,
paper
clothing
has
on ig a noble strain of thought and lan- this, leaving prints of the skin’s pores. people do fall in love in the customary man- long been worn by the inhabitants. It is to lessen, and anotheg head became recum- Glees, &c., with a concise but complete course of inDarning
needles
were
pressed
through
the
struction
or
Singing Schoolsy
guage, 80 as. to chain the uttentlon of
ner and the swain makes his offer without very cheaply produced there, a good paper bent on the breast, one by one yielded,
every one to him.”
Goldsmith, on the con- card-board, at the points marked by these. any intermediary assistance.
Ready
October "Ist.
until
all
were
asleep;
and
the
scene
recall=A
marriage
of
» coat-costing only ten cents, while the extrary, as described by his cotemporary prints, Then the needles were fixed in convenience is an unheard-of thing.
The Publishers confidently rec ommend THE SCEPed a herd of well-fed oxen, after filling
Connse
of
an
entire
suit
is
limited
to
twentyso Choirs and Singing Schools as just the book
in company to have ro | P lace by plaster of Paris; and into the plas- sent of parents,however, is neccesary; for
writers, api
themselves, reposing amid their rich pas- TRE
ve cents.— United States Economast.
‘Wan!
.
spark of that genius which “shone forth] ter of Paris was poured melted lead, thus without it ‘the marriage of persons, even up
The Author. Dr."Everett. 1s widely and favorably
tures.
known, particularly.in the Middle and Southern State. 8,
brightly in his works. His address was forming a handle. The tool so made was to the age of of thirty, may be declared aband Canada, asa gentleman of superior musical ability.
"Free Love.
awksvard, his manner
uncouth, his lan- in fact a heavy hammer, with the darning- solutely null and void; but any one who is
The yoygle in the Sceptre is mostly new, and will be found
Best Parlors.
elevating, but in an easy and popular style that
pure am¥
guage unpolished ; he hesitated in speaking needle points projecting from its face. Then more oh twenty-one has a legal means of
cannot fail to please the masses.
BR
and was always unhappy
if the conversation the whole aly of the mysterious giant was bringing a recalcitrant parent to reason.
Great care has been bestowed upon every department
A writer in the Northern Independent
Almost every American house
possesses of the * Sceptre,” The melee embrace every variety in
did not turn uponshimself. Dr. Johnson carefully pecked over. Especial care was
en
all
that
delightful
private
arrangeeommon
all Rhose n the Methodist Hymu
to what Book.) anduse; the(including
spoke of him as an iepicod ‘idiot; yet the used to make the marks plain and deep un- ment has been made and the consent of par- says; It is with no surprise that we have one of these dreadful altars, erected
copious indexes have been made a
der
John
Henry's
nose,
in
the
place
where
read
Theodore.
Tilton’s
avowal,
that
the
cialty.
The
Anthems
and
Opening Pleces are aft
e
great esssayist, though delivering oracles to
ents obtained, the engagment soon gets principle of free love is right; we regard unknown goddess it is impossible to guess. and practical.
modern:
giants
wear.
their
mustaches.
FiIt is'a Bogy, before whom from time to
those around him in pompous phrases
abroad, and the young couple have to go in
Price One Dollar, To Choirs $10.50 per dozen.
which have been happily described as spok- nally, the whole body had three separate company to make ca s upon his friends and this as but a natural consequence of drifting time people burn gas in chandeliers of fear- A single specimen copy sent on receipt of $1.00.
away from orthodéxy. If one portion of ful
design;—to
whom
are
dedicated
flaen in the Johnsonese tongue, Was not enti- baths of sulphuric acid, giving it a rusty, upon her friends.
The proverbial slip the word of God can be misconstrued to
dingy appearance, and carrying the date
tled to be called a good converser.
ia
‘twixt cup and lip is not unknown in Hol- teach ‘‘liberalism,” why not include within grant carpets, impossible oil painting, fup=s
© “(Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY.)
of
its
origin
back
at
least
two
thousand
Nearer to our own time, we have had
land as e where ; nevertheless this system it the entire catalogue of crime and vice? niture too gorgeous for common ' day and
4w40
shrouded therefrom\by customary Holland.
many
authors whose faculty
told twice. years .
of
making
formal
engaged
calls,
certainly
The giant was boxed and sent to ‘“George’
Mr. Tilton is placing himseif upon a plat- Musty smells belong to this Deity, stiffness,
Sheridan and Theodore Hook were fellows
Union,
Broome county, New York.” does tend to prevent a rupture upon’ slight form which no sensible man can Sceupy
angles, absence of sunlight.
The visitor,
of infinite jest; they could set a “table in a Olds,
grounds ; for it is a matter of no small ementering, sees written above the portal:
roat,” and fill pages with pathos and wit of Newell, of Cardiff, on whose farm the af- barrassment to ell upon the same people a with him. But let us read what Mr.
such-a quality, that it makes their survivors fair culminated, was an old friend of the second time and teremoniously introduce a says in a letter to Horace Greely, published “ Who enters here abandons—conversaOLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
tion.” What is there to talk about in a
think ¢ we could have spared better men,” manufacturer’s and the two struck a bar- sweetheart number two! It is held to be a in the Golden Age:
assortment
“I hold love,and love only,constitutes mar- room dark as the Domdaniel, except where TROY. N.Y, {ectablishen 1532} alsrge
Burns was famous for his colloquial pow- gain for the planting and resurrection.. In part of a lover's duties to accompany his
Peonstantly Academy, Fire
Mr. Newell procesded to
riage ; that marriage makes the bond, not the one crack ina reluctant. shutter reveals a
onstantly
on
hand,
and
made
to
order.
Made
of Geners; and Gault is reported to, have béen as the next summer,
mistress to parties and balls, and also his
Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung
with Rotar,
glass, and a uine
skillful as the story-tellers of the East in open a weil. When they had dug down a right and pleasure to take her to theaters bond the marriage ;and that the contract is to stand of wax flowers under
Mountings,
the
best
and
most
durablg
ever
used.
fixing the attention of his auditors on his few feet, the giant was discovered, lying on and concerts unaccompanied by a chaperon ; ‘love and honor,’ so. when the love and hon- dimly descried hostess, who evidently waits ALL BELLS WARRAN
SATISFACTORY. gw Large
his
side
just
as
he
had
lain
for
two
thousand
or
and
the
contract
dissolves,
the
marriage
Illustrated
Catalogues
sent
free
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application
to
only your departure to extinguish that soliprolonged narrations.
Ur
pT
but he is seldom asked to pay a visit in the
& CO, Troy, N.Y, or, 1
Dearborn St.,
Coleridge’ was in the habit of pouring one hundred years, by the very marksof same house with her for more than a day. ceases. * * * "TI would no more permit tary ray ? The voice instinctively hushes ; JONES
Chicago, Ill. _.
:
1y21
the
earth
gnrrounding.
Curious
neighbors
the
law
of
the
land
to
enchain
me
to
a
womthe
mind
finds
itself
barren
of
ideas’
:A
forth brilliant, unbroken monologues of
Lovers
always
choose
the
house
and
buy
the
Rumor spread the rean whom I did not love, or whagdid not few dreary, commonplaces are exchanged,
“AGENTS WANTED
FOR
two or three hours duration, to listeners so returnedto gaze.
the courtship.
Citizens, of Syracuse came up in furniture together duripg the
law then a rise, a rustle, the door is gained and
chchanted, that, like: Adam, whose ears port.
two go togeth- love me, than I/would permit the salve
comes,
time
thé
When
Crowds on
to handcuff me as a slave on a plantation. the light of the blessed sun; you glance up
were filled - with the eloquence of an arch- flocks to see the wonder.
Newell said er alone to the town hall for the ““aanteeken- | There are higher laws than civil statutes, in passing—flap goes the blind, inner darkThis Book, an ELEGANT OCTAVO VOLUME, conel, they forgot all “places, all’ seasons crowds now came to see.
ing”
or
betrothal.
This
is
merely
a
publi.
and I ath a rebel against the State’s too im- yess is again resumed. Bogy has it \all his taining 750 pages, and 105 first-class Engravings,
their change
;” but this was net all con- that he would n't have his grass trodden
notice of the intention to marry, andis giv- pertinent interference between man and
is an Exhaustive and Standard work Sminenily
versation, and few might ‘venture to emu- down any how, and covered up the hole en in writing.
the Romis
The notice is then put ina wife. Love should “be like religion—fyee own way, and you thank your stars that you adapted to the times. It fully uncoverstime,
again,This
was
too
much
for
human
’cuexposes
have
done
your
duty
by
the
Browns
for
at
system from its origin to the present
late the ‘‘old man eloquent” with hopes of
kind
of
box
protected
by
brass
wire,
and.
its baseless pretences, its frauds, its persecutions,its
from mandate by the civil law. You may least a- eraonth !
riosity. The crowd demanded a sight at
.
equal success.
“
to our public schools,
placed
for
some
time
in
a
conspicuous
part
opposition
its
immoralities,
.. Washington Irving, in the account he the mysterious giant, and offered to raise of the hall. ‘Banns are also published in strike me for saying this, bat the next genand civil and religious liberty,.it shows its insidious
workings which. strongly tend to bring this country
has given of his visit to Abbotsford, says of money to pay for the destruction of crops. church, A runaway match is held to be eration will gild this sentiment with fine
New and
under full" Romish Control. An EL
gold.
As
Kossuth
said,
‘I
can
wait.”
So
it
finally,
maturally,’
though
wholly
un-.
Sir Walter Scott that his conversation was
CO, HART-,
work. CONN. PUBLISHING
original
thoroughly - disgraceful, is accomplished
Here,then we have an open avowal of the
expectedly,
you
know,
came
about
that
fifty
13w38
CONN,
FORD,
frank, healthy, picturesque, and, dramatic.
with difficulty, and seldom attempted.
He never talked for effect or display, but cents was charged as an admittance fee. At Friends now, in place of wedding-cards, re- principle of free love. The marriage relaPARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit- |
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from the flow of his spirits, the stories of his this price over five thousand persons visited ceive by post a lithographed document an- tion should not be interfered with by=€ivil
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law, i. e., a man and woman may live to- “naries-published in the Morning Stary who*do
* memory, and the. vigor of his imagination. the giant, daily, A special excursion train nouncing the aanieekening.
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a
gether as husband and wife so long as they
He was as good a listener as a talker; ap- wis run from Rochester. entific me,
=
On the first Sunday afternoon subsequent {ove each other—it may be for life, or for not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
ricked
up
their
ears
from
afar,
and
canie
5
preciated everything that others said, how"to this, the brusd and druidgom, who are
years, one month, or even five minutes. equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion. |’
"ever humble mightbe their rank and pre- in crowds, put on their spectacles, examin- thus called in the interval between the ten
Such language as that of Mr. T. will go far Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
ed,
saw
the
pores
in
the
skin,
saw
the
vertensions, and was
quick to testily his peraanteekening and wedding day, hold a toward filling our land with lcentiousness,
ception of any Joint n their discourse. - No isimilitude of nature, and pronounced the
and receptionin the drawing room of the and bringing the marriage relation into dis- single square can well be afforded to any sihgle
discovery
a
fossil.
A
delegation
from
HarAS A FASTENING FOR
one's concerns,
"ho one’s thoughts and opinBR
her of the druid.
A sofa, sometimes
Ifthe marriage relation can be as- obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
ions, no one's tastes and pleasures, seemed vard college finally settled it for the coun- gaily decorated with flowers and ever- repute.
sumed for a limited time, what's the use of
John Henry: Cardiff was no less
beneath him. He made himself so thor- try shat
MRS. EL1ZABETH WILCOX died in Harmony,
eens, being occupied ‘by the two, the
virtue?
0,”] shame ! shame |. Wisconsin,
at the residence of her son, April 19, Is rapidly and steadily superseding both Thread and
oughly tbe ‘companion of those with whom than a pre-Adamite man, who completly bruid's relations range themselves at his teaching
shame —Ezx.
:
the
all
Of
Testament.
Old
the
* du <Badhp
aged
90 Youre and one day. She was
born in Pegs. Besides furnishing the most durable, pliable
overthrew
he happened to be, that they forgot, fur a
J
to the public, &
right hand, the bruidgom’s at hers. The
Saybrook, Conn., and was the daughter of Elijah and economical boot. ever of
sayins
who
drew
near
in
awe,
only
one
time,
his vast superiority, and only recoland
affords an article more
neaarly
veil
Stevens.
She gave her heart to God in early
young, druid wears hér wedding-dress,
a
was
This
doubt.
‘to
ventured
Home
and
its
Queen.
.
lected and wondered, when all was over,
WATERPROOE
life and United with the C. Baptists, She was
orange wreath on this occasion, and the
united in marriagé to Mr. Silas Wilcox, April than ever before made of the same materials.
that it was Scott with whom they had been sandy-haired professor from Yale, who. pre- company generally are in gala costume.
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tended
to
discover
straws
and
bits’
of
chaff
9,
1804.
Some
time
after
their
marriage
she
and
on such familiar terms,
in whose society
Visitors,thén, when announced, march up
POR
PATENT STAMP ON ALL.
There is probgbly
not an unperverted her husband moved to Morgan, Vt., where they
they had felt so pogaatly at ease.—Cham- in the dirt, and to see evidences of recent between the two opposite lines of relations
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All the raflroads Yeading out of Chicdgo, are
carrying free the homeless to other places,
General Sheridan makes a request through the
Associated Press of the people of the country to
dissunde from coming those ‘who are anxious to

visit Chicago from mere curiosity. Thousands of
- this ¢lass are here now without shelter or accommodation, and must be fed and cared for the
same as the sufferers.

There was a $150,000 fire ut “Windsdk, Ontario,
op Wednesday night; insured in Canadian’ Com,
panies,

Thiers that he take

prompt

One, too thueh

and vigorous action

Paragra phs.
ladies

of Berlin

are

pledging

themselves

against the use of false hair, or paint, or padding.
They propose te rely on their native loveliness.

windows during the dreary winter months,

The selectmen of Clinton have issued orders
to the police to dnforce the laws against profanity, and‘vulgar; indecent speech. A good exam-

Choose the single hyacinths,
prefer,—crimson, yellow, rose,

* No.” said the Zulu,“ my’

best for house culture.

Cincinna-

ti,and Boston, and St. Louis, and New York, are
already on” their way to the spot. Chicago is
bound to the country by a net work of business
and social ties, and nothing will be left undone
‘in this fearful exigency to minister to the. immediate wants of her citizens.

into

Sante Fe,

New

Mexico,

brains blown ot.
He was out in pursuit of a
fox, with his hound and gun, Babbathday, and
another man with him, who heard the shots, but
did not find anything of him.
An inquest was
made and the death ” pronounced accidental, as
the shot went in near the under jaw, and came
out at the back of the head.
8

The elections on Tuesday in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Towa,

appear to have

resulted as favor-

ably for the Republicans as could: have been ex¢

pected.
In Pennsylvania, the -dstimates of the
Republican majority range from fifteen to twenty
thousand§ with a good working majority in the
Legislature., Only an Amdit, ran Surveyor were
chosen on the State ti
#7;
Ohio, Gen. Noyes
is elected Governor!
f wpwards of-25,000 majori-

ty, and it is confidently claimeq that
ture is Republican. This; ‘However,
firmation, as the number of irregular
unusuzlly great. A United States
pends upon the result.

the Legislaneeds eontickets was.
Senator de-

Towa hardly needs to'be

waited for, as she may be assumed tobe

lican throughout.

Repub-

:

The storm of Friday night was very

the maritime provinces.

“The

severe in

wharves

of Hali-

fax were submerged, many vessels were injured
and some lives lost. On the Nova Scotia Rails

way the frack was washed away and the Maine

Central and Grand Truck railways in Maine suf<

feted considerably.
Still later particulars of the fires in Michigan
and Wisconsin have been received.
The loss of
life is reported to be far greater than at Chicago,
though the destruction has been by no means as

great.

.

Over five hundred Ku-Klux iudictthents are
pending at Raleigh, and fifty-three of the Xian

have been convigeed and sentenced.
Niagara Falls has hurled five persons down its
awful descent during the present season, three
of whom by reason of intoxication failed to
avoid the danger.
By the Chicago fire the carrency will be contracted one million,~the amount of greenbacks

burned.
The rumors of hanging and shooting down of
ineendiariesin Chicago, are set at rest by the
coroner, who denies the point-blank. -

The total number of bodies taken from the ruind at the present timelis 100, most of them being
found on the north side, in Kingsbury street ahd

Chicago

avenue.

Sixteen bodies

beyond Tecosuliion.

:

were

burned

2

FOREIGN.

:

The banking house of Morgan & Co., London
have télegraphed to thefr correspondents in New
York anthorizing them ta draw or $5,000 in f
. vor of the
relief and." 1 0 ¢

The official

3 of the Totses.of tie IIL

armies in the late war are now published. The
figures are,—18,000:
dead, 87,000 wounded; and

6,000 missing} total,

111,000. Phrese

wumbers

in the habits

of railroad” employés,

spects attendance at church.

tom.

England is called upon to give up the dpium
trade she carries on with China, and from which
she gets'an annual revenue of $40,000,000. She’ll

see the moralists further first. Her argument is,
that she can’t afford to give up such a revenue,
and

really she

ean not, in

a business:

sense.

would be a good “thing if the fiscal systems of dll
nations were fo be so remodelled as to abandon
all vicious modes of revenue.
Russia raises very
large sums from the intemperance of her people,

and her government is directly interested in the
prevalence of the most odious of vices, a viee,
that feeds all manner of crimes.
So is the English government, which gets enormous annual
amounts from the vicious indulgences of men
and women.
It is the ~arhe in this country,
which raises money by taxes, direct and indirect,

After

by wild hiogs, fourby elephants, and three by
They say that the Duke of Edinburgh lately

you

remain

I have

six weeks after planting.

will be loth to be deprived of

the happiness hereafter.

GRACE.

|-

How

to Use

Never frighten

re

—

been hitherto a very wasteful one, though its
now generally recognized .value as an article of
feed has to some extent brought about a change
in this respect.
Yet it is still true that the larger
portion of the corn-stalks produced is ‘wasted,
so far as its feeding properties are concerned.
It is the common practice to throw out into the
barn-yard to the cattle a quantity of stalks, some-

times not even

unbound,

and allow

them to eat

what they can and dostroy the rest.’ In
ing and trampling done by cattle under
cumstances, the greater part of the
uneonsumed, and becomes trampled

the fightsuch eirfodder is
down in

the ntire or snow, a tangled mass of tough, unbroken

stalks.

There

they

remain, until

itis

necessary inthe spring either to cart them out
to the fields, or to turn them over in the endeavor

to get them rotted.

In the one “case, they are

useless as manure, and a very great impediment
to the plow or harrow, and even to the mowing
machine, for they often remain on the surface
undecomposed until the hay crop comes round
again.
In the other case, much- labor is necesa-

ry to get them rotted, and the tearing the mass of
and

turning

them, is certainly

the

Re

farmer is called upon

to

perform.
Now, with a rational mode of using them, all
opium and tobacco, to ‘stop gaming, and to liver this trouble and annoyance can be avoided, and
less luxuriously than they’now live,—~their pub-1 their whole value as fodder be made available.
lic treasuries would become hankrupt at a bound ; If a farmer owns but one horse and cow, he-can
and universal confusion
would
ensue in the
say¥ -money by procuring a fodder-cutter, and
‘whole business world.
We &ll hope
t- the
cutting up and feeding his corn-stalks, Where
world will one day have reformed itself, and that few stock are kept, the copper-strip fodder-cutmorality will become the public law, and the
ter,of small size, and costing tem dollars or theres
strict rule ot private life. That would be man’s
abouts, is sufficient. With a numerous stock, a
restoration to Eden. = But that must be the work larger machine, tb run by horse-power, and costing $30 to $40, would be heeded. Provided thus,
of time, so that the change may be gradual, and
suit itself to the condition of mankind. A vio- the farmer should cut up the whole of his stalks.
lent change probably would be followed by re- They eontain, when properly harvested and
mission, and that by reaction,—and so the last
housed, much nutritious matter, and in expestate of man would be worse than the first. It rience we have found no difference inthe apis written that man shall walk to the Celestial
pearance 6f our stock, or their productive quali-

brief

mention

before

on record,

m

has

our

seems that as the Professor was

received

columns.

It

about to enter

ones in cold weather if you

with wheat or rye branin equal proportions
with the grain, at tlie rate of zone quart to the
bushel of fodder, with a handful of salt, they
qe a feed capable of keeping stock of all kinds
good, thriving conditiqn Srvughout. the win-

the balloon, accompanied by a friend named
Knapp, to make ascension from the Paoli county
ter.—Ayg.
(Ind.) fair grounds, the cords give way, and they
; mide a spring for the ear, but oily succeeded in|

sick, from those

Js broken, bind it with splinters tightly, loosen‘Ing as the limb swells,
“Keep a nufaber og good bells on the sheep.
If one is lame, examine the foot, clean

The spectators were,

thrilled with horror at the terrible

ended in a dreadful mannets
one nile the doomed man

scene which

At a hight'of about

let go his hold and
At the-hight he had’

he struck the earth, he fell upon his head andi
back. His head was mashed into! an indistin«

guishgble mass'and the ‘body was crushed and

bruised. horribly. The body made 4 holé in “the.
ground eight inches deep, and it rebounded four
feet from where it struek,

character

young

wife

- To

add

of the accident,
and

little

daugher

to the

pain-

the’ Profesor’
were

on the

told the Prince of Wales: *¢ You'll never he king’ | ground and witnessed the terrible affair.
of England.” “ Why .not?” replied his brother.
That sad. disaster on: Long Tsland Sound—the
* Why, long before the succession is open they burning of a pleasure yacht, caused by the acci. will m#ke a rule that it shall depend on com- dental upsetting of a kerosene lamp, reminds us
petitive ©
nation; and I'll beat you then by to say now at the approach of the winter BeASON,
a long
| that after the lamentable experiences of the past

Accounts from Persia show that the previous year, railroad directors ought

and long-rimmed, trim them down, sons’

between the hoofs, pare the hoof if unsound, and
apply tobacco with blue vitriol boiled in wate.
. Shear at once any sheep commencing to shed
Ats wool, unless the weather is too severe.—
From a circular issued by the American Emi.
grant Company.

Fattening

.

Poultry.

4. Prefer a Wellipulverizéd, clean surface in
an orchard, with.a moderately rich soil, to heavy

manuring, anda surface
crust and weedsor grass.
5. Remember itis

covered

better to set

with # hard

that strips them of feathers and of flesh as well.
They need constant looking after in their feeding; if one. kind of food does not suit them, try
another, and yet %nother, till they come to their
appetite and eat with a rélish and a will. A.mash
of Indian meal and boiled potatoes, when warm,

is very nice for them.

The turkeys

mbst

have

their supply too. These cool mornings they are
great eaters. Remember that
the insect tribes—
grasshoppers especially—on
ich “they lived
through summer, are now gone. Remember too
that it takes more to fill them npw than when
they were but a third or half their present size.
Don’t stint them in their daily allowance.
If
you do you will only be cheating yourself,as

their lean, impoverished condition will
to your cost, when you

a-sharp

tell you

come to sell them.

eye on the flock

Keep

that none of them be

lost or injured.
Their roosting place should be
near the house and on a tree if practicable. Here
they are safer than in any otber place.
Headed
-to the wind they can ride out storms in safety.
High above foxes and other destructive animals,
they can possess their souls in patience.
So day
its great

the table, and makes it so indi
autumnal feast-day of New i

value

tor

le to the
—-

‘out

with all the necessary care to make

ten

trees

them

live

and flourish than to set out a hundred trees and
have them all die from carelessness.
6. Remember that tobacco is a poison, and will,
kill insects rapidly if properly applied to them,
and is one.of the best drugs for freeing trees rap-

idly of small

vermin; and is better used in this

way than to make men repulsive and diseased.”
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consist of the bare joists and boards, but varnishA ceiling of this kind could be washed, and

would, iporeover, allow of utensif/

&c., being

He would also varnish. the parlor floor, and

this

could be made to form a pleasing

the

border

to

As a matter of taste, he would
instead of square heads to the

have
door

frames.
He also prefers French casements to
English sashes, as the former are so much more
easy to clean, He would varnish the stair railings instead of painting them, and would not use
plaster, but encaustic tiles, or something equally
hard, on the lower part of the stairway, since

dirty by the

-N

medium

a.)

a.

a

@ 6 00
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a 4 00 |

ly to plastered ceilings in drawing-rooms

as in

parlors; partly because the plaster is apt to: become discolored by water that may. accidentally
be spilled in the bed-rooms. immediately above.
He would also do away with ceilings in'the attic
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pitched roofs, surrounded with spiked railings,
too high for the children to climb} thus affording

for the juvenile mem-

bers of the family, a point not unworthy
sideration in the streets of large cities.
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is likely to think more about earning money;

makes an income, and if he does not’ prosper,
it is often because he ‘does not hold on to it.

of conyer-

ness
to enlist her in his plans, he may find his
fortune made,
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of

the establishment, With us, woman’s aptitude
in the promotion of material prosperity is toa
little thought of; and a woman, who, as a girl,
was untaught in respect to judicious economy,

Her husband per-

haps keeps her in ignorance of his finances,

pur-

posely. If he is prosperous, she becomes accustomed to plenty of money, and ill-prepared
for reverses. If he is mot prospered, she has
knowing

how to help him avoid the pressure,
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of this Trunk Line that the larger cities of the West
are projecting feeder to connect with if, so as as to
avail themselves of {ts nmequalled facilities as soon
as it is completed. Large tracts of valhable coal
and iron lands along ite route ave ‘passing into the
hands of practical miners and iron manuficturers;
a large city is springing up at the western terminus,
the head of reliable navigation on thé Ohio; where it
intersects 13.000 wheat river transit,
and will soon
be in connection - with
30.000 miles of railroad car-
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Women are naturally good economists. They
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their way thither and commanded good prices. Wings and Obio,
choice extra
Buf there areslate chickens that need hurrying
Mich. and Indiana,
up to the plumpness that. find so great favor at
choice extra, 8 0
Thanksgiving.
Then there are the old hens, that ‘Rye Flour....5 00
have but lately gone through the molting process | Corn Meal....3 7

ke’ His wife, very likely, has the faculty

them even, snug and symmetrical,

2, Instead of manuring heavily in.a small cir
foot |.: eld, and tthe foot of the tree, spread the macom-’ nure, if needed at al broadenst over the ‘whole
hori- surface.
then
8. Instend of spading a smal ¢iréle about the

straightened out with his head downward. As

ful

1. “ Instead of ‘trimming ” up trees; docile
| ing to the old fashion, to make | them long legged

se

te AL amen
out

the wife will sttach more importance to saving
it;
grasping the repes. As the balloon rose, Knapp
Fruit Citas,
Almost every Aight earns money enough
‘let go and fell about thirty teet, without Serious | ds
to be well off, and in" time to be rich. If he
Of sy rire
¥ (0
injury. . Prof. Wilbur held on and attempted to
. The Country Gentleman sums up a few lead~ ‘does not become so, it is, in many cases, because
climb into the basket, but.was unable. to ‘do 804 ing points in fruit; culture in the follywing com~ | he has no wife, or becausehe does mot take her
and the balloon shot upward rapidly ‘with the| prehensive remarks :
into his counsels. He is full of enterprise and

aeronaut. hanging below.

—

Sheetings and Shirtings~ dine, ron in L's 4

Separate all w cak, or. thin, or

City, and that neither fast horse nor fiery loco-|, ties, whether fed on fodder or my. Cut up, wetmotive shall take him along the weary way.
ted, and sprinkled with meal or corn, oats, or
The death of Prof. Wilbur the aeronaut, in the buckwheat, either singly or ground together,
manner

Moulds.

Mid. to gt

sheep if possible to avoid it.

flesh that gives to the turkey

Corn Fodder
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few days, and mix a little alum with her salt.
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Neatsfoob\gal 12a 1.50
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Give the lambs alittle mill féed in time of Ordinary...... 18 @.. Lf
Good Or
ayn 19 is:
19 dead, RedAm..,
9@..
weaning,

‘snd night they- will-be laying. on the rich, juicy

The usual method of feeding corn fogder has

severe abr

long. "As he approached the earthhe was.
ing down feet foremost, then spread out
zontally, then doubled up, turned ‘over, and

alligators.

bloom,

most

“Thiers meditates a proclahiation to the oop attained he looked like a small stick about a

were killed by tigers, twenty-one ‘by cheetahs
and panthers, ten by bisons, seven by bears, five

fect:

from popular consumption wonld be the greatest
of blessings.
Were ail the nations to reform,—
. were they to cease the consumption, of liquors,

declaring that the answer of ‘the people to the

wild’ beasts’ dutfng thie’ past year in {hid ‘Madras
Presidénicy has lately been made up; 188 persons

that it need not

ure of watching these sweet little * ministers-of
grace,” thrust their tender, green points above
the earth, and steadily, surely expand into per-

apart

came whirling to the earth.

the display of Imperialist colors.
The return of the number of persens killed by

is to be treated

having once known the, exquisite pleas-

them

most horrible

This
Nev-

bulbs in

three or four weeks.

had these in full bloom

on liquors and tobacco, the omission of which

are less than was expested.

Assembly
is for the maintenance of the Repub-’
* lie. A proclamation will be issued forbidding

It

Narcissus

like the others excepting

served Yim 80 well wher he came to pass the
contributien box as a deacon, noted last week,
there now turns up (in the columns of an exchange) a sleepy brakesman, who on being nudged with a contribution box the other Sabbath
(perhaps by this same
condnctor-deacon) responded with an “ I work on this road,” and
dropped off to sleep again. Verily, railroad service must have a very Sontusing effect on the
mind.

these

J

in the cellar over

Tn addition to the
tickets

Plant all

3

The double Roman

as re-

conductor, whose professional appeal for

any color you
white, purple,

one pof, and so may the tulips, if preferred.
I you can not procure pots take small wooden
boxes with three or'for «5
bored in the bot-

‘We are gratified at noting a continued improve-

last week, and buried the hatchet.
John Gott of Sandwich, was found with his

Broth-

mended by florists to smateurs are not available, take rich garden soil,
.
i"
Put bits of broken crockery or earthen ware to
the depth of two inches in the bottomof your
flower-pots, to secure good drainage.
Barely cover your bulbs with the soil, and
press it well around the bulb leaving the shoots
exposed, if any have started, then saturate the
earth with water.
Put the pots ina cool dark
cellar, and leave them there five or six weeks,
in
order
that the
bulbs may become well
rooted, otherwise you have no bloom.
If your
cellar is light put your pots under a box or
barrel. Three or four crocuses’
may be put in

One grateful relief to the dark picture at Chicago, is the spontaneity with wh®h the authori. ties and the people everywhere are tendering offers of aid to the sufferers.
Food and clothing
from the government
at Washington, gifts in

Cochise, the powerful and dreaded chief of the | ment

+

FIs high time to begin to fatten poultry. for
October or November,
the earlier the better.
If the leaf mold and special compost
recom- market. Early chickens have before «this found

father before me went in on his hands and knees:
I am willie to do the same.
Among the Zulus
‘you must do as the Zulus do.”

money (by thousands of dollars) from

a

Er

do. Muscovado3d .
er let them stand or lie inmud or snow.
Porto Rico. david 05@..
‘Drop or.take out the lowest bars as the sheep
* OIL.
enter or leave » yard, thus saving broken limbs.
.
Dive
al
120@ 1.2
3
nseed—Eng,
+. @.. ..
Begin graining with the greatest care, and ‘use
cok
FEE.
0
American.
.
©
80 @. 1 281
| Java ¢ b..... 2 @., 3 "Crude 8 ym 193.@
the smallest quantity at fivst,
1 Sty Domingo... 17 @.. 19
10.s
08 @.s
If a ewe loses her lamb, milk Her duity for a RiO vevvaensda, 17 @.. 21 PRA d0.4r. . (2 @. +38

blue, all are lovely and have the most delightful perfume.’ The Duc’Van Theol tulips are the

No young woman ever looks ~o well to a senEx-Secretary Seward agpived in New York, sible man as when dressed in a plain, neat, mod| est attire, with but little orname yt about her.
October 3, having successfully accomplished his
{ She looks then as if she possessed worth in _herjourney round the world.
self, and needed. no artificial rigging to enhance
Mr, Seward had a flattering recebfjon at Au- her value. If a young woman would spend as
burma. Inresponse to a weleoming
dress, after
much time in improving her mind, training her
thanking them for their continued Kindness, he | temper .cherishing kindness, mercy, and other good
said they had met together not to part again. In qualities, as most do in extra dress and orna
his long journey, having seen nearly every race
ments to increase their personal charms, ‘she
and nation. on'the earth, he found none in which
would at least be recognized among a thousand—
his character ad an Ameriean did not afford safeher character would be read in her countenance.
ty, respect and consideration.

Apaches, came

Messrs,, Olm

sure to bloom if directions are followed,

ple for every town in New England.

*

N. Y,

cinth bulb; twenty will buy a double Roman
narcissus,—twenty more will buy six or eight,
named crocus, and thirty -will procure three Duc
Vai Thol tulips, different colors. All these are

tain Zulu.
The missionary had hired a native
Little ‘Sturgeon Bay, and the’
ig through- house, or kraal, and found the door; as usual, so
out the North is terrible. With the exception of low that one must stoop very considerably to’
the loss of property,
the fire is almost as uppall- enter. The missionary proposed to make the,
"door higher, and to give the owner the benefit of
ing- as the burning of Chicago.

that 150 men were burned to death, in a large
barn where they had taken refuge. Hundreds
of people were driven by the flames into the river, where most of them perished.
A later dispatch says that a fire broke out in the Belgian
settlement of Brussells, ‘in Dorn, county, Wis.,
destroying 180 houses,
all that the place contained, excepting five. «The inbabitants lost everything. Active measures for,their relief are being
‘taken from Duluth and other places, but they
must suffer severely. *

4

PA

BQSTON WHOLESALE PRICES, For the week k ending, Yar, 11, 1871,
CANDLES,
OLASSES.

Rules for the Care of Sheep.
Keep sheep dry under foot with litter,
is even more necessary than roofing them.

RELPER,
IANREEO
CE TED
WRINGE
R.
1871.

Markets,

rh

strong, in the fall, and give them special care.
If any sheep is hurt, catch it at once "and whsh
the wound with something healing, Ifa limb

Rochester,

The

it in, as the

, Vick,

© death at

“Furthér aceounts from Green Bay of the terrible calamity have been regeived. They state

keep

Sow rye for weak
can;

Itis expected that all will take the yiett who ers, Springfield, Mass,
regard such a reliance as safe.
To those: whose purses are slender, I would
We notice with great satisfaction that Super- say that for even a dollar you may have a series
Inténdent Eirth-of the Boston and Albany R. R., of blooming flowers that avill cheer and refresh
has forbidden the sale of the New York flash pa- | your care-worn spirits the entire winter, :
pers in the stations and on the trains of that
For thirty cents you can procure a good hya-

the improvement.
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Hyacinth, tulip. and crocus bulbs may be pro“cured of reliable florists, among whom may be
named F. K. Phoenix, Blogging, T1l., James

Chieago, Oct. 12. A dispatch has been received
from Green Bay, Wis. ‘stating that a steamer roid. Good, What superintendent will be the
had arrived bringing a report ‘tht three hun- first to follow his example?
dred bodies had been buried at Pischtegs last | Some people have no better reasons for their
night, and as’ many more are
‘missing.
| unwillingness to adopt changes than had a cér-
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overlooked,is the cultivation

how little expense, and with how little labor
they may havé flowers bud and blossom in their

How* would it ‘work on this side of the sea?
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of Bowers in the house.
Many mothers and
daughters who read this paper may not know at

for the suppression of Bonapartist conspiracies,
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hoops are liableto burst, — Maine Farmer,

l uated at Portsmouth, Dicken’s native place.
Pres. Grant gave $1000 to Chicago, and:propos- !
A, man recently came tohis death in a curious
ed that the funds appropriated ins Bostgn for the | manner at Venice, Italy. He was standing near
expense of the public reception on the oecnsion | the bronze automaton on the 8t. Marks be]l-towof his contemplated visit te that city, be set apart
er, which tells the time of, day, with his head beThere is so much in this sad ‘world to ¢castus
for the relief of the sufferers. ‘Government has tween the bell and hammer.
The hour came. down,that it reallyis a duty to avail ourselves of
sent to Chicago 12 ,000 army tents and blankets.
round without his notice; the automaton struck ‘all the means of happiness which our loving
one and knocked his brains, out, |
James Fiske states that the cash value ofigoods
Father in ‘heaven has placed within our reaeh.
sent-on the lightning train on. Wednesday was
The Republican journals of Paris demand’ of

Make Home Beautiful.
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